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Table showing roles of all OTIS course members from Primary and 
Middle Schools 
Role 1983/4 
Head 6 
Deputy 8 
Scale 2/3 12 
Scale 1 4 
other (Support - 
or unit Staff) 
1984/5 1985/6 1986/7 TOTAL 
5 3 1 15 
9 5 6 28 
24 23 27 86 
7 7 11 86 
5 - 5 10 
Total 30 40 38 50 158 
Notes 
The original Intention was to recruit senior teachers only. It Is 
possible to see that over the four years the recruitment pattern 
changed. Less senior teachers came to do the OTIS course and 
there was an Increase In recruitment of potential Special Educational 
Needs Co-ordinators, usually on a Scale 2 (present A Allowance). The 
number of class teachers with no extra responsibilities also 
Increased. These were often a poor choice, as they had too little 
status to affect change at their schools on return. 
Range of Projects carried out by OTIS course members for Primary 
and Middle Schools. 
a) Early years of Course 
Awareness raising projects on Special Educational Needs. 
Record keeping and dissemination of Information - 
Developing monitoring for Special Educational Needs. 
Planning Individual programmes for Individuals. 
The role of the Special Educational Needs Co- 
ordinator/Teacher. 
b) Later stages of Course 
Curriculum Development and Modification 
Behaviour Problems and Policies 
A Whole school approaches for policy development 
Involving Parents 
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Proposed Short Iii-service Training Courses with reference to 
Special Educational Needs in the Ordinary School. June 1983. 
This paper has been modified after circulation to and discussion with special educa- 
tion tutors in the London area. In its present form it consists of an outline or 
the ainis and objectives of a short in-service course with possible organizational 
forms still to be finalized. The aim or circulating It to LE-As is to Invite comment 
and to use (lie proposal as n basis for tile forthcoming inecting at the Ilislitlitc. 
Given the circumstances or (lie DES initiative and in view of (lie opinions 
expressed by 11MIs about the linitintive it is proposed that the short course be 
designed with the major focus being school-based, in-service training. Cl'lle prin- 
cipIcs of the course proposed here are derived from a course set up at University 
College, Cardiff, Davie, R. (1980). ) 
This kind of couisc would cover the three aspects specified by the DES ill-service 
training Circular, 3/83, namely, (1) identification or special needs; (2) extending 
the curriculum; and (3) access to appropriate resources. The components or such 
a course are: 
I. The individunl school is the main focus. 
2. Thecourse objectives are concerned with thedevelopment of special needs pro- 
vision in the light of current special education thinking. 
3. There will be assessment and analysis or -in aspect or tim scilool's present spccial 
needs provision with a view to the school deciding on suitible objectives and 
implementing a plan of action. 
4. The action will be monitored in ternis or the agreed objectives. 
Such a course would be distinct from the existing collcge and histitti(e based 
in-service courses in not dealing with a comprehensive range of collipctelices and 
knowledge appropriate to in-service education and training of individual specialist 
tenchers. As such, the short course would be seen as complementary to the cxisting 
longer courses. 
Alms 
The short course, it is proposed, would aim to help individual ordinary schools, 
primary and secondary, develop some aspect of tlicir educational provision for 
Appendix 1(111, a) 
Proposal for original OTIS course In 1983, from Appendix to Bedford 
Way 
paper 1987 
At bot It age levels the focus would be oil relating thescspecific patts of tile school 
to the wider school system In terms of tile school's aims and goals. 
Objedives 
Direct objealves 
1. I-lie schools; represented by a teacher In a position or responsibility, will Iden- 
tiry witi, guidance rroin the course, aspects or their provision for speciRl needs 
children which require development. 
2. The teacher seconded to lite course will atinlyse these development needs, agree 
with the hend tenchers and other tenchers Involved on rippropriate objectives 
and design in collaboration with thein a plait of action. 
3. The seconded teachers will be responsible for co-ordinnting tile implenlellta- 
tion or the agreed plan or action and monitoring tile action in terms or tile 
agreed objectives. 
Indirect objectives 
I'lle schools will each have a tencher with additional competence at facilitathig 
the dmlopinvit of special needs provision lit the ordhinry school at the course. 
2. The schools will develop enhanced orgatilzations which enable theill to ifulovnte 
iii certain special needs areas. 
3. The schools will have other teachers wi Ili competence in and ex pel iclice of col - 
laboraflng with (lie course teacher hi developing new ways of Inching childrcil 
with special needs. 
4. I-lie course organizers will have documented information about procedures 
which prove effective In school based lu-servicc courses of this type. 
Orgmilullon and me(hods 
1. Selection for secondinent of teachers to [lie course will follow discussion -Ind 
agreement between (lie LEA and head(eachers about the gcneral alms of (lie 
course. Ileadleachers will be expected to support the alms of the course and 
will be invited to an Initial meeting or the course. 
2. The seconded leacher would be in a position or responsibility In the school. 
This would be someone whose judgement and competence are respected by the 
head(eacher and who has the ability to collaborate with other starf members 
and be respected by them. I 
U 
Proposal for original OTIS 
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course In 1993, from 
paper 1987 
Appendlx to Bedford Way 
children with special needs. The course would link Into some part or the school 
Or&aIlMat'1011 ill Cases where (lie head teacher, with oil LEA officer, had identified 
a need for which outside resources lit the form of training, advice slid Innovation 
were seen as useful lit light of (lie Education Act 1981. The school's ileeds would 
be inct. by secoiWing a teacher lit n Position or tesvonsibuity wiio by participating 
lit the course would increase lier or his general undetstntiding orspecial ticeds pro- 
visions as all hitroduction to focusing oil some part or tile school's special needs 
piovision. lit view or (lie short duration (lie course will testtict the focus to a limited 
part of the school's provision within the context of the overall school and LEA 
provision and support services. 
Aiming to develop part of the school's special needs provisioti will take dif- 
ferent forms lit primary and secondary schools. lit view or die ract that the Institute- 
based course will cover the particular needs of both primary and secondary school, 
it is proposed that where the alms for the two forms or the course are common 
(licie will be n common core dealing will, tile impucations or the Educatioil Act 
1981 with reference to the three aspects of this DES Initiative. The ptillinry and - 
secoiWary courses would be taught partly together and partly separately. 
At the primary level the school-focused development could, for example, be 
lit soine or timse ateas: 
I. The functions of (fie teacher with responsibility for remedial/sul)pot t telchilig. 
2. The functions of the teacher who works with childien with enlotional/belinviour 
difficultites. Or, the role of the withdrawal/nurture unit. 
3. The curriculum for inrunts with leariflng and/or behaviour difficulties ill tile 
rcceptioll class. 
4. The functions of outside support services ill the school. 
5. Liaison with teachers In special provisloit where children are part-time ill tile 
ordinary school. 
6. Parental support for children with special needs. 
At jecondary level, development could be In some or these fields, for exninple: 
1. The curriculum for first-yenr children with spcclal nceds entering the school, 
e. g. different inctliods of grouping first-year children. 
2. The functions of the remedial/support department. 
3. Aspects of the pastoral system and Its relationship to other patts of die school 
System. 
4. The functions or the sanctuary/disruptive unit. 
5. i, iic functions or outside support. services in the school. 
6. Parental support for children with special ticeds. 
7. Transition to vost-school Provisioll. 
lil 
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Extract from course handouts OTIS 
Tke. Pro34P-c, 'ý 1? 4p-ro-t 
The project outline and its later adaptations agreed in consultation 
with the tutor, your adviser and head becomes a three way contract 
between yourseir, the LEA and the Institute. This means that you 
should attempt to complete the required parts or the project by the 
suggested dates. These dates are given to help you spread the work 
across the term and give you surricient time ror each part or the 
course. It is very important that you keep to the dates suggested 
unless these are waived or changed ror special reasons. In these 
special cases new dates will need to be. arranged and agreed between 
youreeir aiid the correct LEA adviser and the tutors at the Institute. 
Should you not be able to complete your original p1nn because or dirriculties 
within your school, adaptations will be discussed in tutorials. Please 
come to all tutorials orrered and bring your most recent work with 
you. It only conrounds your problems ir you do not ask ror help in 
time. 
I, %) 
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SCHOOL FOCUSED PROJECT 
During the first two weeks your initial projeot proposals will be disouse, d 
with you. From the third week onwards, Mondays and Wednesdays are allooated 
for time to be spent on your school in th6 negotiation, observationp planning 
and execution of your project. After'veek 6, Friday can aomatimýa be. added 
as project time. 
It will be exp-, ted that your sohool projeot in presented Ln a written form 
no later than April-3rd. The format of your written projeot will be divouseed 
with you during týe term. During the last week of term, time'will be set 
aside for appraisal-and sharing of project work by course members. 
it may be of great benefit to course members if t6 initial atbLges of their 
project work is carried out in partnership with another course member. The 
outsider to your school may help you with your observations and investigations 
as a "fresh pair of 1yeall to your system. It yill help us all evaluate projects 
in our seminars if one other course member has visited your school. You may also 
wish 'to assist each other in your project work where this it; possible. 
Course members last term emphasised how valuable school visits to each others' 
school had been. They advise you to make these as early as possible in the course. 
Usually, one discussion of yow project will be held on the school site at 
which Head Teacher, and LEA Adviser will be prevent. Mosb. obher discussions 
with the co-ordinating tutor will take place at the Institute. - 
GUIDELINE'S FOR PROJECT 
The methodology of each project will vary in its details depending on the 
schle and type of work undertaken. However, the following are some general 
poinb. s whidh mbLy be useful as guidelines for course members. 
scope 
Many projects will be innovative in nature and within the space of some 8- 10 
weeks cannot in any way get far beyond their initiation when it -comes to the 
stage of implementation. ' Coukse members will have to be realistic about what 
they achieve whilef on the course itself. The second stage of execution may 
well take the next term or two or even longor. ý' Because long term de*elopments 
are anticipated a follow-up conference it; planned for the following term. Course 
members will be invited to report progress on their projects at this meeting 
and some contact for couxae members with each other can thus be maintained. 
PlannLmg Your project 
1. Try to define your school's or department's needs in terms of areas for 
development. This stage will require consultation with your heaateacher and 
colleagues to identify their expectations of the d6velopments you propose. 
2. Try to fOrMUlatG the problem to be solved an clearly an possible, preferably 
withatated aims and objectives which will be possible to execute at some time 
if not this term. 
3- Set yourself -realiptio goals which are planned to take place at stated 
stages of the 
* 
projects development. A flow-chart format may be useful here. 
The flow chart a check and feed-back loop for refining of the 
goals as stages of implementation progress. A weekly plan of action in very 
helpful. 
(11) 
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Extract from course handouts OTIS 
4 Allow some time for maintens-noe of temoher motivation suid/or reeouxoev. 
if your projeob requires materials to be designed and tested, t1lin Will 
take place at this stage. Allow yourself tims to reeoarch slid read. 
1 
5 Even though the project will often only be in initial stoges of full exe- 
cution allow time for evaluation at about weeks 0 or 9 to allow you to in- 
clude some of Elio uohool evaluation stage to be written up in your final 
project file. Evaluation shou-11, however, be oontinuoue said part of tile feed- 
back loops mentioned above. 
rROCESS FM * (lesAing up to youx final reporb - see below) 
You. r final process file and verbal reporb to group should inoludet- 
I Initial assesement of needs for sohool 
2 Reporb of types or oonoultationa and outoomea. Wilo wme oonvu. 1ted, mhoub wh-'br 
for whom7 
3A stabement of the problems or axeau of development as seen at this stage 
tuid objeotives and goals to be aoldeved. 
Deaoripbion 'of developmenb cLobionVfeeabaok abagea. 
5 An evaluation at end of projoob by yoursolf/Your hoad/oolleaguon/Loo, 
Advisor as appropriate. 
It Is not intenae(l -that the file part of your prooeoe roporb is fully writben up 
in assay style. Choose a form of presentation w1doli is easy to cLoocau and 
shows oloaxly what happened at eaoh stap. Cive examples of aotioll ill ally 
appro&iabe way. The PROCýDSS of p-oblem solving is all-importaiib ab this st-age. 
DIARY 
rrovioue ooArce membera have found it very helpful to koep an inforiml dimrY 
of the course andp In paxtiou-lar, the projeot work to aid Jil planning and iml)19- 
MentaO, 011. It Mak R138i0b PrOJOOt tUbOXialG if. 
\ 
those cmi be oompleted weekly. 
FJIML DOCUMMATION OF TIM, PROJWT (s=mary or the abova) 
, kb the and of term -you will be asked to write a summary reporb of your process 
file and add an evaluation of your work. Thii; should not exceed 4,000 words- It 
should give the reader an overview of your project, its setting and outoomal it 
could include case study examples (please delete real names of childron) or othor 
appropriabo material in the appendices. it oiouia havo a title tuia include a 
bibliograplW or relevant literature. Lightwoighb bindij)ga are appreoiatea at; is 
a bible and your name on the oover. 
A laxg, 9 parb of the project seminar time will be spent on helping oouxao members 
with all stages of the project and its presentation. Discussion will be ab 
both group and individual level. 
2-k-P lp tax-MfUac 
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Main Themes or ratterna or Provision Module(Full briering in Week 1) 
Tile introduction to thia module takes ne rorm or two lectures. 
These cover d aiveree range or topics rrom special educntion and discuoulo" 
or die abili ty/handicap. Tile module continues lees rormally in n series or 
seminars given by outside speakers who repreaetit other proren. Gioils ( e. g. 
AEO Specinl, Educatiotial Psychologist, Speech Thersplut, UWO) or paresits, 
voluiitary orgaiiiantione, achool. governors or other i9iipport services. 
rorticipoiits' existing knowledge or tile rield will be rurther widelled by 
visits to achoole atid units and by discuselons witi, come or tile 
proresuionala working in your own area. rrom this several themes should 
emerge ror discussion. These might include: - 
Nntional and local changes in perspectives on meetilig special 
educational needs*, issues or integration / segregation. 
2. multi-proressional involvement in the provision or services ror 
children with special needs; 
the growing ilivolvement or parenta in tlau provialon; 
11 . icaues or human righte atid equal opportuiiity-, 
involvement or volutitary organientions witi, parento or -children 
with special needs. 
Ilic Pnttcrus or Provision Pro ect. 
This project is desigiied as a short, one taking no more than 11 days a 
week ror ne rirst iiair or term only. 
ne owectives or tiie project are as rollowu: - 
1. To give course members some rirst hand experience or a variety or 
types or provision ror children with special educational needs. YOU 
should try to visit the provision in your own area made ror both children 
with severe and complex difricul'ties and those with more moderate 
dirricuitiec. You should rind out about, or visit, provision made ror 
th; needs or children with sensory or phyaicalý diuabili ties in your area. 
When visiting schools or units think about the curriculum on orrer, the 
organisation or resourceu, the liaison with other proreauione and with 
parents. Ask yourselr about the expectations made ror pupils. How does 
all this dirrer rrom your own school'a provision? 
Z. To build "bridges" between your school and other sources or - 
expertise in your borough / division. You should plan to talk to a 
selection or otheý proreusionaln or teachers rrom special schools who 
could be, valuable to your achool. This might Include community and 
voluntary orpriluationu representatives. 
I\o 
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3. To provide for your school an inrormation chart / file / leariet 
as appropriate. This should give basic racts and inrormation ror either 
teachers or parents or*the services ror children with special needs in 
your own locality. It might include some documentation published by 
your LEA showing these services 'and a chart or tile relevant people to 
contact. The projects br previous course members are available as a 
possible source ror some or this inrormation, but must be checked ror 
accuracy and brought up to date. 
Your resources file / chart / booklet should be useful at; a focus for 
future discussions witi, the staff of your school. 
This pioject will be assessed in two ways: 
A. You will be asked to submit a written account of visits and 
interviews carried out. This should consist or three components., 
WA report in diary form giving accounts or eaci, visit and 
interview made; 
I (ii) two or three visits and two or three interviews described in 
more depth and evaluated more rully; 
(M) a short discussion section linking your visit6 and interviews 
to one or more or the themes or the module (see above) 
f 
This work should be ready no later than March 3rd 1987 ror discussion 
with the co-ordinating tutor. You need not leave copies or this at the 
Institute and this work does not need to be typed. It should, however, 
be clearly presented and indexed. 
B. The production 6f a resource rile / folder. / chart for your own 
school or for parents. This should be ready by 3rd March 1987 for a 
seminar w, ith other course members. You-need not copy this resource to 
leave at the Institute. it is for your achool's use. 
NUMS 
You should contact your LEA adviser well before the course begins to 
discuss this project and obtain general permiseion for your visits or 
interviews. Try to arrange some or these before the course starts. You 
can plan to, carry out these visits on Mondays and Wednesdays from 
January 28th onwards (except for the day the tutor visits your school to 
discuss the school focussed project). 
umwri. oiis 
Alternatives to A. or B. above can be arranged in certain 
circumstances. Please discuss with the co-ordinating tut. or during the 
rirst week or the course. 
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CORK LECTURES 
The theoretical input for ihe course will be given by members or the 
institute and the West London Institute or Higher Education. - These 
lectures will cover four main topics: 
1. PATTERNS 0F PROVISION 3- INVESTIGATION & INTERVENTION 
2. CURRICULUM 4. CONSULTANCY 
1. rA'ITVM (W 11KNISILON - Mrs E'A Cowne - Inatitute or Education- *Wke 1&2 
Children with Special Needs in the Ordinary School 
In order that teachers rrom the ordinary sector should understand the wide 
range or ýpecial nebda ror which they may be expected to cater, it is relt 
important that they should have an awareness or the total range or 
educational provision fivailable today. It is Intended to give a brier 
overview or the development or special schools and their support services 
culminatitig in a discussion or the integration/segregation question. This 
will lead to an examination or the provision which needs to be made in the 
ordinary school, not only for these children with readily identiriable 
special needs, but., more particularly ror those children already in the 
ordinary school whose learning or behavioural problems give rise ror 
concern. This examination will include the roles or the medical, 
psychological, social and educational support services in relation to the 
child, the school and the parents. (See also Provision Project (green sheet 
and seminar days (blue sheet) 
CMUCIMM 
a) Background 
(Mr Harry Daniels - West London Inaltute or Higher Education) 
This lecture aims to help course members consider 
curriculum development ror children with special needs in a wider 
cotitext. This will involve reviewing recent developments in 
curriculum theory in special education and relating these-to the 
context or the ordinary school. The session will involve course 
members in structured discussions relating to ape ci ric curriculum 
issues. 
Rererences 
Ainscow M. & Tweedle, D. A. (ý979) Preventing Classroom Failure 
Wiley 
Barnes, D. (1982) Practical Curriculum Study Routledge & Kegan 
Paul 
Brennan, W. K. (1985) Curriculum ror Special Needs Open University 
Press 
Kelly, A. V. (1977) The Curriculum Harper & Row 
Stenho. use, L. S1975) An Introduction to Curriculum-Research and 
Develo2ment Heinemann Educational 
Planning -( Mr Harry Daniels ) 
Introduction to the understanding or the various processes or 
evaluation and issues of who operates these processes and why. 
There will be discussion oý the purposes or evaluation and the 
relationship between individual and 'community' evaluation. 
Course members' own materials from achool. will be called on for 
this session. 
\A 
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Harrow & Hillingdon Outreach Course 
'Special Educational Needs in ordinary Schools in Harrow and 
Hillingdon, 
Overview 
Aims 
For -the participating teachers., the aims will be as follows: 
a) To consider the changing concepts of special educational 
needs in relation to recent legislation and practice, and to 
increase knowledge and awareness of the multi-professional 
network related to children with special educational needs and 
their parents, with particular reference to the teachers' own 
LEA. 
b) To update the teachers' knowledge and skills in relation 
tq the recognition of the range of special needs found In 
children in ordinary schools. i 
c) To enhance teachers' professional skills in the 
management of curriculum modification and differentiated 
assessment in mixed ability situations. 
(1) To help teachers to identify'and develop priority areas 
regarding policies or curriculum for special educational needs in 
their own schools, In co-operation with other relevant members of 
sLa ff.. 
e) ro idpiAlfy, extend and practice a range of interpersonal 
ronsulLancy skills appropriate for the:: teacher's, own r: 'o le and 
SC-11001. 
For the participating schools, the aim of this course will be to 
h(! Ip to develop some aspect of their educational provision for 
children with special educational needs. 
Course contenL 
The course will consist of interrelated parts, each being taught 
by a mixture of lectures, workshops and seminars. 
, I) The changing views of special phildren will be briefly 
examined from historical and sociological perspectives, and then 
related to current legislation and implementation of policy at 
local LEA levels. This part of the course will introduce-the 
teacher to a variety of special needs. provision and include 
visits to some. Provision in*the-teachers' own and ' 
neighbouring boroughs will be studied, land there will be an 
opportuniLy to meet with and Interview a range of professionals 
fi-om llenlLh, Social Services and Education, as well as relevant 
voluntary agencies. T' hese meetings are intended to explore 
different professional viewpoints relating to special educational 
needs. The views of parent organisations, disability pressure 
groups and parent governors will be examined. - 
h) Consideration will be given to the identification of 
special needs, early screening techniques, record keeping and 
age-related assessment; the preparation of ed"cntional advice for 
a multiprofessional assessment, and annual review procedures for 
those with statements of special need. Attention will-be paid to 
modification within the National Curriculum. 
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c) The course wilt deal with issues and strategies in mixed 
ability settings in ordinary classrooms. Various ways of using 
support Leaching will be examined. Different pedagogical 
strategies and systeMs will be Introduced. The concepts and 
skills will be applied to the evaluation of curriculum provision 
in Lhe teachers' own classrooms; exercises in curriculum 
modification and evaluation will be carried out. The emphasis 
will be directed towards cognitive process models and strategiest 
e. g. negoLinted learning, study skills approaches, problem 
solving, collaborative learning and computer-assisLed learning. 
The organisation and resource issues will be examined, as well as 
interpersonal and systems features, all with the teacher's own 
school in mind. 
d) SysLems analysis will be introduced, together with the 
q, it,. -; Lioj, of how this appr. oach can help to identify problems in 
schools. The networks of support within and outside schools will 
be. considered as systems. .I 
e) Management and consultancy skills will be looked at, 
through a series of experiential workshops. The first will look 
at lisLening skills, the second at negotiating an entry. These 
exercises will be carried out in groups of three. The third 
exercise will look at group dynamics, and use a simulation 
exercise to examine whnt happens in meetings. Consultancy work 
will be extended * 
to setting up wholerschool approncliest 
idPnLi[yIng training needs and providing'in-service trafning. 
Mnnagemenl: style and management strategies will be examin6d. 
f) The special needs of children with specific, mild and 
modernLe learning difficulties, of thosetwith behaviour problem 
and of those with physical and sensory Impairment will be 
considered. one session will-examine thelneeds of the able child. 
of the school's development plan. 
Coiirse tenm 
g) Some'attention'will be paid to the teacher's own study 
skills. Help is given in organising reading, structuring the- 
school-focussed project and in writing the final report. An action 
research framework is used for the main project. Local tutors 
will givr, help in planning +-his; making-sure it is feasible 
within the time available, and consulting on a regular basis with 
the headteacher, to ensure that the work:! is clearly seen as part 
Co-ordinnting Tutor - Mrs E. Cowne (Harrow) 
Supporting tuLors (Harrow) - Dnnnis Goldthorpe, Rosita Casperszt 
Audrey Harwood (Hillingdon) 
Other staff will be drawn from LEAs to sunnort snecific tonics. - 
ii in entq 
Two formative assignments 3-4000 words in total. I)Child study, 
2) LFA provision project. 
Otie scliool-fncussed project report - 5000 words. 
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The Perspectives of Some LEA Officers 
and Headteachers 
The need for the course to meet both the professional requirements of 
teachers as individuals at the same time as helping these teachers become 
change agents witWn their own school is brought out in the following con- 
tributions from LEA adviser and headteachers. 
Various reviews of INSET and its effectiveness were discussed in Chapter 
I of this paper. The need was identified to change course content so that 
it both matched teachers' professional needs and helped them to carry 
this into practice with their colleagues. The school focus of the OTIS course 
has been found to be successful in the majority of cases (see Chapter 4). 
Special education adyisers 
in this Chapter three advisers discuss the different priorities which they 
identified for their LEAs. In HWingdon the course was used to build a 
team of teachers from all stages to help lead the borough's development 
of special needs policies and eventually to link with curriculum 
development. 
From Newham Chris Dyer warns that while college based INSET may 
help teachers to be enthusiastic about change, they must also exercise care 
and be aware of what can reasonably be achieved. 
John Moore, writing at the time he was newly appointed as inspector 
for a large county, also emphasizes the need for projects and course orien- 
tation to meet identified LEA policies as well as being part of already 
defined school development needs. He points out the difficulty in selec- 
ting and supporting individual teachers in such a large LEA. Some 
authorities have solved this problem by delegating the supervisory role 
to either advisory. teachers or, as in the case of Wiltshire, to educational 
psychologists. These support staff, who already have some responsibility 
for visiting schools regularly in relation to children with special needs are 
able to bridge the gap between the LEA policy and the schools' identified 
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needs by making use of the LEA guidelines, at the sanic time as taking 
account of the local needs of a single school and its staff. 
Close links with most LEA inspectors or advisory teachers for special 
needs , 
have been built up by the co-ordinating tutor at the Institute. This 
partnership is an important aspect or the running or the course and one 
which is still developing. It becomes clear froin our own work and the 
evaluation of a sample of one-term courses researched by the NFER 
(Hodgson, 1985) that schools can develop their own policies better when 
there is a guide given by the local education authority. Three inspectors 
write of their experience working with the course. 
Judith Wnde - 11111ingdoll 
Hillingdon is a large outer London Borough. Judith Wade was appointed 
as special needs adviser just as the courses began. She has selit seven 
teachers oil the course to date. She sees in-service work as very much part 
of building up practice and policy for special educational needs-work in 
schools. 
The start of these courses tit ilia Autimm Term 19U3 coincided with lily uwll 
redcsigmilion ni Adviser for Special Needs within Ilill1iiploti. 'I'licrcfoic, I came 
Italy to tile 3clicille without tile benefit of participatiott tit tile plannhig inecthigi, 
but sieverthele. is it fell to tile to nominate course particip. -int3. 
The position within lite Authority at that time was one in which the forillulnuoll 
of a respome to lite 1931 Education Act was at a very early state, with tile major 
focus placed upoti ilia establishment of agreed procedures to satisfy ilia legal 
trequirements of die Act. Generally, the approach to ipecint nectis provisimi within 
ordinary schools followed a fairly traditional 'remedinl' approach. Therefore, slid- 
detily to be faced willt a request to nominate stair for tile OTIS course led to all 
hihial fcclhig of panic as one coitsidered the clucstioti of 'wherc if) begill'. 
Ilia nvailnbility of dicsc secondincmi after tile 19M Act was a valuable resource, 
pni-ticul-ndy when set ngnin5t the climate or budget reductions which WaS prevalcia 
tit Ililimpinti 'tit 19U3. It was, however, a very limited resource when consideriiig i 
ilia size of ilia in-service IrninIng task facing lite Authority ii, respect or special, 
itceds. Obviously, it was itecessary to plan to ensure that maximum ndvntit,. qgc was 
gained from these secondments. 
It vini neccisnry to comider whellier course nucii(Imice Avns to bc viewed as behig 
for die benefit of ilia iiidividuni tenclier, of the ichool, or of die LEJA. Iii this instmice 
it was determined that the course should benefit all three pnitim It wn-s hoped 
that ilia . 9rcoodment would provide no opporlumty- (1) 
For ilia (eacher to 'stand 
back' from ilia school situation for a term aod to reflect iipoii her or his 
0-) 
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work, whilst ot tile scillie tillIc acquiring ftu-ther 6owledge wid nit up-to-drite view- 
pohit of special needs. (2) Iror ilia school to focus upon its approach to specin 
nrctli dirmigh ilia project work being undertaken by the course member. (3) ror 
ilia LEA to tnkc positive steps towards ilia implementation of a policy in respect 
of pitpils with special needs in the ordinary school. 
For such aspiratiom to become reality it was necessary to consider carefully tile 
method of selection of teachers for participation in die course. Key elements for 
consideration werc. - (1) The Icachcr's current level of understatiding about special 
needs. The one-terin course 'was not viewed as nit initial training course and teachers 
were expected to have already nit acceptable level of training and experience ill 
this area of work. (2) The teacher's wMingness and ability to modify existing prac- 
tice in order to become a prime mover towards a whole school policy. (3) Ali 
awareness oil the part of ilia liendtcaclicr of the full ramifications of a changed 
approach to special needs, and a cominitnictit. to initiate and supp Y ort, a licl 
approach. 
With these thoughts in mind it was agreed that course participants should be 
noinin-ited by ilia LEA ajid used either to support nit already changing situation 
in a school, or as a incans of assisting n licadtcacher to effect climige within 
her 
or his school. 
In sonic instances the secondment has followed the ; ippointnicilt, of a teacher 
to the post of a special needs co-ordinntor; in others it )ins resulted front discussion 
of n school's provision for spechl needs, following issues raised ill a local advisory 
hispection report on ilia school; and in n few cases die secondinent has been pro- 
posed ni a result of routine discussions widi n liendtcnclicr about the development 
of special needs work. 
Tile focus for all teachers seconded to date lins been 'upon the development of 
the role of ilia co-ordinator for special needs within a achool'. The choice of this 
brief lias litiked directly widi the developing approach, mid now stated policy, 
of the LEA in respect of provision for pupils with special needs ill the ordinary 
school. Schools are beginning to fonitulate a policy for special needs based upoll 
the 'whole school' approach and the co-ordinator i's seen us the key person ill gidding 
the supporthig staff through the main issues to be considered. 
Ilia stated brief is deliberately very wide and serves to provide a context for 
the work of ilia student, thus satisfying ilia LEA criteria for selection. Withiii title, 
a morc specific project is negotiated which is relevant to the needi of the tcaclicr 
and of the school, and which will clearly be determined ! it ilia light of the pnr- 
ticular stage of development of each. 
Obviously, it will not be possible for the authority to second every teacher 
, ippilimed as n co-orditintor for special need. i. There must, Ilierefore be , in expecin- 
timi that itaff who are seconded will in due course contribute to LEA in-service 
0) 
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ramitig 5cmioim With this ill mind ait attempt has becii madc to secolid 'poiri, 
of tenclicrs from the same 5cctor of educaticlit. To dnte co-orditintm rront ill[nilt, 
tittior. nll-through primary atid secondary schools linve atteiidc(l. This lini proved 
mileficial to the staff lyllilst. oil tile course as they have I)CCII able to discim alld 
mplore issues of collimoli hiterest, and has also aided follow-up work oil rcturil 
.0 i(Illool. 
Experictice is proving that, oil rcturit to school, staff tiecd time to coll. gulidate 
their idcns wid to build a 'variety or bridges' before bchig rible to trike ilinjor steps 
forward. A 'yenr oil' from the secomlinctit, ititcre3ting deyclopinews are occurritig 
tit sonic schools and a contribution to local INSET is uiidcr way. 
Where to iicxt? If it is ncccpted that 'special ticeds' is tiot n discrete nrc. i, (ictnclicd 
from geiiernI curriculum atid orgniiizzitional issues ill the school', tile llext logical 
progrmioit must be to hivolve scidor majingcnivit pcrsomicl. himal consideratioit 
has bceii gimi to the role of scitior inaiingetimit ill respect of special liccdi, nild 
to dnte wic deputy hencitencher lins attciided the course. 
Chris Dyer - Newlinin 
Christ Dyer was appointed as Special Needs Adviser during January 1984. 
He has chosen two teachers for the course himself for Spring 1985, 
although two had attended in Spring 1984. 
The one term course offers the oPportunity to pursue Iii-service objectives supported 
by the loc-al borough and, at the same unic, to slinrimi the thinking of nlected 
incinbers of staff by exposhig thein to a wider perspective and less predictrible 
opinions than those that might be 'controlled' by a local adviser's msr, --r. 'Hicie 
two clements I perceive as crucial to a 'successful' use of the course. It is important 
that the work undertaken by tenchers is in line with die Borough's general strategy. 
Without wishing to daillpell a tenclicrs'i style or to preclude the evolutimi of a 
project witlim the realities of time and followhig the coun3ellhig of tutors frolit 
the histitutc, the adviser lins (in n highly urban Borough) to eiisure soille context 
dint. n1lows for a successful aud useful piece of work to emerge amid tile realities 
or the loc. -Il situation. 
The adviser lins to be able to add reality to the situatiom, yet preserve entimainstit. 
The message that teachers take from the course (albeit misperceived) that ill some 
wny the nim is to equip them to change education in a fundninctitill manner, at 
Icnst in their school, his to be tciiil)crcd by reality. Dramatic changes are seldom 
the order or the day oil(] oil ndvher may not Bciid 1criclicts oil courses froill schools 
where clintips might be occurring ipommicomlyl Locni mnlitics (both politicni 
mid fisc-al) cntcr into r- nctors of climige hi a way dint does not . ii)l)cnr to be madc 
cxplicit by 'the course itscif. Advisers, npinceintive of the gmeriled entliminsm 
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for chwip, have to be sensitive to tile fact tllnt, ultillintelY, ilistittitcs of educatioll 
do tiot cause change, although they move thinking hito the realms of ideas frolit 
which challge cill linlipell. 
The nuirk of the micccss of a course will be tile itic(lium-terin iclisc of renlity 
th'it C. 111 Ile cstabililicd; the use that call be made of teachers' increased brcadth 
of ktiowic(Ige mid llicir ability, in turn, to 3ustnin others it% Borough lilitiutivcs. 
lit -n sciisc their own schools 
; 
iiay be too 'close' for them to be nble to cv. nlttnte 
and hence galit strwigth from ujidt-ninatic chnngcs that nil ndviscr call perceive. 
Nevcrtlicics. 9, the hi-schuol project fonits the core of the course. The real value 
is that tile teacher Ilan time to dibik; to micciarnte oil nil nspect of need with some 
hope of gnining insights atid devising strategies. It is probably less importaia that 
a dramatic initiative is takeii up dinti llint soincoite ill a school lins, simply, thoilglit 
abotit learning dirficultics in a particular context. It is not that teachers lack -skills 
to dcnl with sliccuil ticeds. It is that everyday pressures do tiot n1loly them to pilt 
itito focus %vital tlicy know. If, along the way, a school's problems call be scell 
fit the wider context of the Borotigh, its procedures and policics for all aliccini 
cdtication, there is room for optindsm that a greater underst. -inding and trust will 
develop between the classroom-floor and the mysterious 'dicy, who are supposed 
to fill(] nil tile answers from somewhere. Informed tenclicrs working 1villi ndviscrS 
a unt) . 111(l having tried out and cvnluatcd practice fit schools add a particularly v. I Ic 
dimcmioii to strategies for mccling sl)ccinl needs. 
A word, dicn, about scicction. If the opinions above arc justificti, it sceim scitsible 
to look for recruits whose pci-somnlity is capable of the enthusiasm, yet the renlity, 
imcded. Obviously, ciultdrics front Icaclicts anxious to go oil the course 1111111 be 
coitsidcred and, innybc, the quality is there. But this is not, I feel, n 'course for 
coursc-gocre'. Almost perversely, it is a course for teachers who might run n mile 
from a course but whose potctitinl ijis; ght i's Mint counts. lit sciccting critididales, 
pastoral advisers' opinions carry n lot of weight i'yith file. I'licrenfter, tile onus is 
oit me to 3upport the tviclict-3. The itiatial days oil a course can have shatterhig 
effects oil the cgo atid the idcn is not to dcniornlizc miyunc. 
The coursc, llicn, offers great potctitial for widening perceptions Ivitlilli tile 
Borough. It is, however, oil the lines I have skciclicd out, very demanding of the 
ndvii n be set ill J)cr$[)cc- . er ill little, thought and, 
indeed, emotional energy. It It, s to 
live with other demands oil little and INSE, r commitments. 
The important thing is not quantity of uptake, but quality of result. 
John Moore - Kent 
John Moore ran a similarly funded course in Oxford before becoming 
Special Needs Inspector for Kent in 1984. Kent has sent eighteen teachers 
in all since 1983, but now uses Avery Hill College and Christ Church 
College, Canterbury, as a better geographical choice. 
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The vnluc of onc-tcriti courses for n large authority III receipt of reasollable 11111111mrs 
of pinces is tivol'old. First, and by finr tile most important, it provides tile adviser 
with n prncticni rciponse to rctiticsts for lielli. Since liell) is oficit requested by 
tiew licatItencliers or -%vclI established SCIIIOr IIICIIII)Cr3 of itnff, tile possibility or 
cffcctitig rcal change ht ordinnry schools is high. TM5 is Illorc Iloticcnbly tile case 
ill second-iry schooli. 
Second, but closely allied to the first, it provides the possibility of (]Cvclol)iiig 
a rcspoiise from the ordhinry school which follows the LEA policy, which ill Kent 
call be summed tip n3 4integrating levels of provisioit to provide a more flexible 
renpotise to mecting individual nceds'. In this r. cipect, future scmidnictits are likely 
to be nitaclicd to geographical areas which are participatiiig ill projects reinted 
to this 
Whell till authority is undertaldlig several lnrgc-scnle inhintivm it is not feasibic 
to slipport sollictililig ill the regioll of 17 individual projccts per year miless tlic-; c 
are closely related to existing development. i. The otic-tcrizi course of itself calmot 
bring about a position jVhcrcby some 860 schools, across fifteen divisions, linvc 
tile service of a ivell prcparcd Icnelier, cnl)ablc of co-ortlimathig die school's rcipollsc 
to illecting special educatiolial 11ceds. 11c LEA, by whattm mcans available, bcars 
reslinimbility for acIdeving this gonl, -mid ivillim a rensminble period of time. Tile 
onc-term course nmy 
' 
serve ill Ilic futute to develop mid equip further those nlready 
deiigiiatcd to this role, but it cnimot stipply more thaii a Oily frnctioii of the h6tini 
illplit. 
Withiii the context of n Inrgc LEA, it ivill oitly be possible to provide prepnin- 
tiott for such courses if thoic chosen are nlrcndy involved iii profmional discus- 
sion mid/or activity with the adviser. Ally other form of pre-coursc prrimratioll. 
giveii the diversity of ticcds mid hitcrests of the tcaclicrs hivolved, is uitrenlistic. 
Likeivisc, stipport and follow up is utircniistic utilcis the 1)rujcct, and iliticcil the 
-coilicilt of tile course, is firmly embedded ill currem LEAs development. 
'I'lic most successful project3 to date, therefore, have been those where the*ndviser 
has visited did school ill response to a call for lielp. Usually this is ill the forill 
of advice on more appropriate ways of orgnnizhig special nceds provisioll, or more 
direct licip hi ternis of iii-service aesitons with staff, or requests for allocatioll of 
resourcm Where tile liendtcnclicr lins been ccutrally involved hi defining the nceils 
of the school, and where a 5cnior mcnibcr of sinff III imic with the licrithencher's 
perceptions lins voluntccrcd to use the course to develop him or herself us n chnngc 
agrnt. This mpircs tile spccinl nceds project to be m1cgrntcd h1to tile gcIIcrnI 
development of the school. A pliti for introducing well rcsourccd Imixed nbility 
traching, the (Icyclopment of designated support teaclicri from ivillim subject arcris. 
tile devriopment of mi 'alicritntityc' fourth mid fiftli-year ctirticultim, nre examples 
of more recent successful projects willmi sccondiry ichools. WiIIIIII tile. I)IIIII. Iry 
sector, the most successful developments have bccii those wlicrc licntitcachers have 
ý6) 
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asked for support to develop aspects of die LEA policy, such : 19 t1lose linked with 
the ipecial ticeds action programme. 
As sonicone i%rho has recently moved into advisory work from lecturing jil special 
educntioii, mid who has been respotisible for the development mid implcincittatinit 
of a Circular 4/84 course. I nin in a unique position to nppreciatc dint the adviser's 
viewpoim, as outlined above, ruay not easily accord with that of the tutor. It is 
importmit dint the student widen his or her uxiderstmidbig of ipeciml needs, explore 
the various roles of the co-ordinator. develop sonic expertise in zlsýcssmcnt gild in- 
tcr-vention. and appreciate the management skills involved, etc. Iliese ire areas 
already well understood as ceiitr--. d to Us type of course. 13ccnuse die development 
of such courses is a%vay from the traditional ruodel of in-service training, i. e., out 
of dic school setthig, and towards a more precisely defined in-school in-service 
facility, the adviser is bound to vicv, it in die context of practic2*1 help to schooh. 
pnrticularly in a time when, despite severe flimicial strhigen6cs, more illingbintive 
elcnictits of the 1901 Education Act a-re begirming to take hold. 
Advisory (enchers 
Two contributions are included from advisory teachers. Maria Cooper 
is the advisory teacher in charge of the language support service. She had 
sent four teachers from middle schools in Merton when writing this. 
Marin Cooper - Merton 
mertot, uscs die ons course oitly for our middle school teachers. Whust our primary 
schools (5-9 years) use tile Coventry SINA. 1' (Special Needs Action Progrninnic) 
iii-service nintcrial focusing oil tile special nceds of individual childreii, our middle 
schoul (9-13 years) teachers at Lbe Institute use dicir projects to examine how tile 
strengths or limitations of organizational pattcriis lielp or hijider die 111ecting of 
tlicir pupils' special nced3. 
bi-service courses ofteri result in a 'washout' when teachers return to their schools 
- dicir ciithustastit for innovatioti soon wanes and they are quickly re-socialized 
itito the e. dsting system. This i's decidely not the case with tile 01*13 course. All 
three licadteacliers whose staff attended the couirse stated empliaticafly that changes 
have occurred in school as a direct result of die course and the projects started 
are coittinuing to develop. 
InitinIly we secotided two teachers per year, one iii the Autumn and olle in tile 
Spriiig tctrit. This ptittern has now changed and two teachers are scconilýd for die 
same term. This enables the teachers to support each other and to examine ench 
othcr's schools irt some dertli, providing for cross ferti. 1hritimi of ideas. It . 1ho makes 
the LEA support for the school project easier and more effective. Joint '111torials, 
two or dirce times durhig tile terin have proved to be both practicable and valuable. 
If one %vishrs the course to have die maximum bripnct, die preliminary negotiations 
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with the schools are of the utmost importance. Ileadteacheri are approached for 
biitial discussion. If heads are interested and nominate a teacher. a further Ilicetilig 
is held with the head 2nd (lie teacher concerned and the nature of the project is 
discussed 2nd. if possible, finalized. No project is accepted unless the licad call 
give it his or her unqualified approval. This is felt to be essential as the teachers V 
will need support from widtin the school as well as from the LEA in order to coll- 
tinue the project work over several terms. Follow-up visits to the school are itilpor- 
tant to maintain morale and momentum as well n3 to appraise die progress of the 
project. 
So far, projects have looked at more effective integration of special needs pupils 
within die gencral curriculum and more effective ways of communication about 
special needs pupils widilit the school as well as with outside agencies. The profei- 
sional development of the participating teachers enabled them to influence staff 
attitudes. Otte school reported that questions like 'Wlint call someone do for this 
child? ' now are more likely to be 'Wiiat cnil I do to help Us child? ' 
The llýads' endiusinsm for the course is matched by that of the participatilig 
teachers who were grateful for the tutorial support made available by the Institute 
wid have enjoyed exercising newly developed skills when returning to school. III 
spite of die constraints of die otic-term course, the necessarily telcicoped dicurctical 
input, the not negligible LEA support tinic, Ilds particular pattetii of in-service b 
fully justific3 die diought, time and effort it requires 
iroin 
students, schools and 
dic LEA alike. 
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-4- ANY cyrurint ciimmin contir-arrs 
"Support froin the couree tutora wea ourricient and I felt that extra wao 
available should I need It. The school meeting of Tutor/Deputy/Advicor/self 
did help to clarify the poeltion. " 
"I certainly feel an increased awareness of recent trends in special needs And 
bave many new ideas to develop In my department as a result. My special needs 
vocabulary has blossomed and I con report heightened self-confidence in dealing 
with colleagues. " 
"I felt there was a need for more anowers - bnelo claueroom atrategleo. " 
"More contact/advice to Ilead Teacher re couree needed generally. " 
"Lack of time. I would have started the school focused project much earlier 
Isad I realised I would be on early recall (i. e. limited aecondment). The writing 
up was an appalling strain In these circumstances, eapecially when a lob of 
initiation is under way iii the school and needs accurate reporting. positive 
aspect or the course - the high quality, or courne tutor. " 
"This lute beeti great for me poroonally. SL. tLrf liave found pnrtioipatioll Jt, 
project helpful. The couroe should be Iongor giving a second term for implemen- 
tat ion. 
"The course was strooeful but well worth while. " 
"I feel that the organicational nature or the secondary school doeo not fneill- 
taLe the type or project expected within tho severe time reatrainto Jmponed. 
Innufficlent counselling is given to course members and head teachers by LRA 
advisers prior to the course. Secondment or only II weeks Is insufficient. 
Thouglit must be given to poultion ruid influence of the member or Btarr. I would 
have preferred more opeciric curriwil%im information. " 
"The courco waa -valuable - but not for the reaeono one expected boforeliaiid. 
Not a "tipo for specJal neede teachera" type or couroe - more a courae for 
Eva. iigellets - upreading the goopel or Warnock tuid the Act. To thia end it 
was very stimulating. Mach eauier to become involved In the couroo ir you tire 
tunbitJoua - not really EL sliop floor couroo. lluch more lookiiig at the way Elio 
achool Ja orgaiiiiiod with a view to opecial educational needs. " 
"It helped me to focus my thinking fin I was able to spend more time Be all 
obaervar. I am not yet oure oC the practical value. I would have appreciated 
more belp in dealing with the sort or question naked by colleagues - i. e. "What 
do I do? 'Y' 
"Extenaion by LEAS of secondment'until at least 6 December (end or lith week) 
needed. flora empluxein c; n what to do with tits problem. I -valued what rrof. 
Wedell eald. " 
"Arter an Inspiring start i reit i was left very much to myeeir with little 
back ixp. I tholght there was little support for the secondary aide. tly A. 11111 
part was of little assistance and I thought there vas lack of tutorials and 
inrormation: relevant to my project (365 vocational). Support rell away as the 
term continued. I would have liked (needox) arguments ror/ngainab -vocational 
courses. Overall i real I have benefittad because of the inspiration of Elie 
early lecturea. Considerable lack or research on beltavioural/emotional side. 
Conaultancy-Intervention in the systems appronch hao been or prime importFuice 
to ine. " 
(0 
Tcp-pt--x-lclim-- JL ks-) 
C: )-r: ES lox-rns 
: Er-cor" 
-4,3.984 
Ally (Trinit cvminin comi.: zrin (cotitimil-a 
-rhe courno otiglit to be longer oo Elv: it ench aren. could be cotioldni-ed Jt% more 
tinlith, pnrticillarly curriculum njid atrnteglen for ItIciAlf1csstion noid IiAnr- 
velit. 1.011. One siendo tnore time to thbik nbout what oite In doliq; on tile ochool 
project. I felt that I Isad to 'got on with it' cuid didii'k feel able to 
rarlect iruid evaluate Ideau to tile extotit nocoosary . 90 
,, I real viat a iotin onnny or 5-0,000 wordo on proceduroo, curretit puncLicon 
void Idetitiricatioti of opecial noodo would have eliveii un moro Pkill nild goistittio 
nwareiscoo to tnke back to ochool thati a oclsool project (wltJcli Its lim. 1ted by 
the extent of coitanitmeitt of the ochool). I. ecturoo wit-Is tioten Pro a I)lg pltits. " 
"The ochool neefln to knew nitich enrlier w1vit In otitalled. " 
"In there comY wny In which Elio nchool (hand toacliqr) could be madn nwnre or 
tile riorrove noid cotitevit or Elio courne. I lunve boon worklitg v-9ry mitolo nlotin 
Its all title. For me Elite li-in berit ati nwitretiona couroe for whIch I ctin very 
gra teful. Locttirorn who provi-A-i cotiroo siotr: o got a gold ntarl It really 
did lielp to be able to lintaii without wfltloig nimultaneoualy. Could tile 
qiinotlotietaire be worded co that nomesoiin with nji IQ loan of 500 caii oeiderutaild 
It pleaooT" 
"The courno halred to eatnblioli my role Its tivi acliool but dJd isol; give nily 
real concrete ttioggenUotio ou to wlu%t to do - In terms or ctirricultiln - for 
imable children. Work programenon were made nvailablo for, gifted childresil 
"The cotittint AM% toachera from other areno wna very valuable becuttoo It 
lielped to ptit o%ir problenin loito pornpoctive. I wan very dianplioltitoll tlint 
tile oil. poych. wan auch a poor opnakor noid that the opnoch Llirjrýplnt wan no 
badly prepared. " 
"I have thoroughly crijoyed tile courvis doopito oome problemn. it lian gives% me 
more isolf-cotif1doitao niid helped me to look nt my achool otilijectively. fly 
plillonophy rng-irdIi)g npnclnl odiecational nordis lina beat% cotinol. 1dated by WIthig 
to other cotirats mestibarn, thor-tigh locturon Ptid at-mlivirn. I tio lotigor feel InoIntod. 
I froal that tity bollisra for Elio 1, tovJo1oi% tineded for nchlofltig the fivil poLPiAJnJ 
ror thents rt, pL]n Pro iiob j%tnt 'Idonlinin' an linlinved by Poole of my voltool, ntip- 
orlorn but thal; tbny Pro perfectly ponalble to Implemnitt. FfiAltig tir'A provialoil 
In nvnIlnbJ. o Iii other achoolo hin Incronncill my dnI; niinltin1: loii to 10glit' Ir linc- 
1ýnn. ary to Wive nuelt provininit Its my own nchool. DnnpLtn Elio po(tnllilltty of boliig 
tonLon plivol my chaiieno of ntirvlvnl were ciiiiancoa by the costotniit ntlvlce, atipport 
viui encouragnmetit, or lira. Irowite. Whatever Aitionots I may have caiived cort-11.11 people 
by my efforto to fulfill the objni: Uýoo of the courno I have at Itintit mrido 
them aware of opecinl viondo. Dr. Ilorwich han referred to thIn coorno an being 
oiily a 'drop Jii Elio octiltil and though lie viewed thlo oomewitat nor-itivaly I would 
like to any that Jit my cnoo title 'drop' luka coutsed ripplon or nwartitionn. (riesee 
excune me for gnttlng clirried away. ) 
I-olsoolis would probobly gniii more. particulnrly juitior nchoola, Jr liondo or 'T 
ll, tpitty l1nnila were chooeii. " 
O"Ume for tile nchool project ocemod too chart, mainly bnenuiso or opill; time at 
Avery 11111 niid tile Iiiotittita, wheit trnvelljng mefutt tile looo of a day. " 
"Thlo Its rin excalleiii; couran. The oiia doolgii fnult io its Me school bnood projeot- 
It Jn viot fnnnll)ln to pop Its Psid out or nit orAiiiary busy ochool. week with "goma" 
or atirvivnI - ovnn with Elio bent well Iii tile world. Other otaff cnit come to drend 
Elio nrrival or Elio OtIO, WHO )(110143. The acliool project 11112-J! grow from tile rettini 
to nchoot no the coitrnn member becomrin, otice ngabi. a mr-mber or nLrr. vin 
Ilayc1lology in right for ch-mign - otber otofr 
tiltm i;, xvFx, "r it. DrIbs niA tirnba 
or 111folinillcm are 
IlmitfiCle"to just an nre the vialt" Of 011Y DIA01(le ng"IlCy. 
Tbo BACKC1101101) It, rO x"rl3t I'll I, " to bn given 
to provide other utarr witi, x nowat, 
or iini-tteLpatilla. not of 
to-j-c, n mlicit in too shork a 
Limn. Dot enctiosh tItno to nnnImIInI; o (hit-1- 
Iles13 
r. mphaoin oil writDig or projnct-n, rartictilarly 
achool projewt. rimp'scot it a 
wrIlAo3ii p Odic being 
dotic atid not otmonary or 3, ooo wortin. 
YOU 'Mcd to do 
n"uthor COlITHe to nstownr 
thfy qwutlomiaLre! " 
Ql 1) 
Appendix l(vi) 
Evaluation forms and data 
a) Course objectives, Autumn & Spring terms. 
b) Autumn & Spring term components 1988-1989. 
C) Autumn term components, missing. 
d) Spring term components, cohort 2,1989-1990. 
e) Autumn term components, cohort 3,1990-1991. 
f) Spring term components, cohort 3,1990-1991. 
g) Summary of highest choices from components, 
cohorts 2& 
h) Example of a personal evaluation, extracted from Project Report by 
Pilla (Case B3, School UF). 
A. -P-ptarldLi2c JL 
i: - rrl s 
Using Lhe llsL on the previous page, plense Itidicate which parts 
of Lhe course have Increased your skill wiLh regard Lo, or 
knowledge of: 
IdetiLl I IrnLion or leariiltig (tiff IculLics awl plaimliq? 
itidividual programmes, for childr-eii wiLli n raiige or- leariiiiig 
ditficulLies? 
2. Using observation and other techniques of assessme"t to 
Ade"Lify special needs? 
3. AspecLs of curricular itmovatioti, atid various models for 
organisliig wid deliveriiig the curriculum Lo pteeL SCN7 
to . ldctiLi fying and deve loping priorl ty areas f or spec la II 
ctluca Limia I needs In your own schoo I, in co-opera Lion w1 Lli o Lher 
members of sLaf f? 
5. Usitig consul Lancy -, ki I Is appropriaLe to your role iii school 
wid usiiig a sysLems approach to the malingemetiL ol cliange? 
6.1 Considering changing concepLs or special educational needs, In 
WOW to current legislation and pracLIce7 
7. Working with other professionals; undersOnding other 
perspectives; increasing knowledge and awareness of the mulLl- 
professional network which relates to parents and children with 
SEN QlLh reference to schools In your own LEA)? 
0. Considering the position of parezits, goveritors and Wie 
commutilty, In retatioli to SEN? 
I'lense llsL below any highligliLs. 
r lease I lsL below aity parts of Uie course you found difficul L or 
inodequ a Le . 
JD 
3- -t E-- r- m -«r> 
- 
3L988 p 
Ca ta eo ne ii ts 
A. 3 seminars an IdetiLlricatioii & iieterventioii 
13.3 cemsultwicy workshops 
C. Seniiiiars & Lutorials foi- project 
V. LeCLures Irom Loval Policy Advisors 
E. Learijing support model (Bucks) & local 
F. Child study workshop & txsslslllllellt 
L; . Speech therapis t Is lecture F. Graham) 
It. Educat lull We If are Of ficer Is I ec ture 
I. Fecord heeping assIgmitellt 
J. Curriculum backgromid (Duve Burns) 
K. Curriculum workshops (a. Dave Burns; b. Liz Cowne) 
1. - Cm-riclihm & pol ley Marry Paiiiels) 
11. Suclological perspectives (Demils Goldthorpe) 
It. CllrveliL Legislatiolt E. Schioul Goveriiurs (Joali Sal lis) 
U. Nxreiital Iw/ulvemetit (Phl II Iva Russel I 
P. rol tow-up semillat oli parelits 
Q. Pule IA' educatluiial psychologists 
P. WuH: shop wi wliule-schoi. )l pul ley plaimliq; t. Iiiset 
A. E. O. for 1-33pectal Educat. Luii's lecture 
-k-11'Jol-liased Project U0.1-1, 
U. Visits to sclivols & Iiiterviews 
V. Ileetilig %ithers & talkilig illformally 
W. Read ill 8 
X. Ally uther (please staLe) 
f 
4 
IL - 
JL dO 
2 
r- rn 3- 990 
To lie Ip you to evaluate thý cour'se, ' the var lous componeh ta ýre: I isie 
below, labelled W, ith letters. l7lease use as maiiy of these letters &:, 
wish, to answer aity question'abouL ý6ur ýCq4isltlan ;f tile knowledge 
skills which the course alins -to cover. " 
0 
A. Systems apprortilil ýaadlng n 
B. Cis IIdz tudy I on-go InS work. 
C. Bi-litigual service, talk by Ilita and Wilma. 
D. Sociological rerspectlvot,, Pehni, ýColdtliorile, 
Workshop on curriculum differentiation. 
. :1 
F. Curriculum worý, shorsi Jeliny Ree es. 
J. 
G. Latiguage and literacy surport talk-*by LLSS. 
11. The role of Ahe educational. psychologIsti talks Ers. 
I. Support Systems" lf: )tldlllr, to tlle* .1 Lfi"ýroject tworho 
I 
sIIntervIe us u ti, pro fessI rin ti S. 
wr ItI litluca L. 1 011a 'a VICý,. W) LEA 1)v I icy. 
1, Tulk Irani Awo AECjs (client serVi*ces V. 0i 
I,. Wyl-l: shop vii develupijig u wjj(jIe-5C1, OUl I)OlIcy. 
N. Lecture Yrom JOAI; 
0- 1101, king Ulth Pal*'-21'tst seminar, a 11.4 1'ec ture. f rom rh IIII J'a Russell. 
P- Meeting others and. talk. 1i Informal ly. 
Q. 011-901119 school-based project work and tutorials. 
R. Reading. 
S. Other (please state what). 
0 
-pt ac Pj.. -p --x lkic: : L(-%ri, ta-) 
SE: DT3: C)Skl/M 3E: --l-aLI-Lx; aL-bic: 5r-i : Ec: )r-m 
A7kx-x+, '. Xmx-i 
Course Components 
A. Seminars on ideittification a interventinii. 
B. Consultancy' workshops. (Critical incident, Role play 2s#Staf 
meeting role play, )_ 
C. Child study workshops. 
D. Study skills sessions and tutorial time. 
E. Visits Lo special schools. 
F. Tnlk from EWO 
G. Local Education Advisor's talk. 
11. Talk by LLSS and Primary Project 
I. Talk from portage teac1her. 
J. Speech therapy talk. 
K. Reading. 
L. Meeting others and talking informally. 
M. Patterns of provision Multi proffessional approach 
N Whole school policy workshop. 
0. Otlier( rlease state ) 
-x cL A ]p p ta- x 
kic : 1L -, rl 
, :f 
SM: DTXC)SIE-1/1-1 : Ec: )3: -m 
Spr-ir3. gr cc)mpox-xorvbs 
CQwe__compor1crxk3 
c) c-- i c> 1 cp Sr i c-- aL p r- c) c-- c-- -i-:. -s. - 
: S. "Vioi-b-s +-o -SC13.001-S 
W C)r_jýq 
O. Mic--r-c) lCE, -al-lr-lc)lc)qr3r 
T. C: -U-r-r-ia-LXI'Lxm irlpUL+- (1=>, C>---i-t: aL) 
,7. C: > a (-- -Lx P aL Ic ia X-1 aL 1-1 t-- Dr aL Pi -S +- 
irespc)i-isi-bitif-as 
M. no-a-aLcUricy & ir3-cLi--ricftA. 3-aLl o+-i-xcly 
DT . (D +- 11 #--- r- 
APPENDIX -1(vi ) 
Evaluation Data from SENIOSH/H Cohorts 2&3 
Using the proformas course members could fill In any number of letters 
(representing course elements) If they felt that part of the course had 
enhanced their learning about the area In question. (This method was 
used to evaluate OTIS also). 
The results of these are summarlsed below: 
Cohort 2 Autumn Term 1989 -_ Highest Ratinqs 
Child Study 
Workshops on Identification statements 
Reading 
Metting and talking with others In groups 
Visits to special schools - 
Cohort- 2 Spring Terms 1990 - Highest Ratings 
Curriculum Workshops and Talks 
Reading and Private Study 
School Projects and Tutorials 
Joan Sallis talk on Role of Governors 
Cohort 3 Autumn Term 1990 - Highest Ratinqs 
Workshops on Identification and Intervention 
Child Study 
Reading 
Talking to others 
Tutorial time on Project 
Visits to special schools 
Cohort 3 Spring T rm 1991 - Highest Ratings 
Reading and Private Study 
Meeting others and talking/sharing Ideas 
Curriculum talks and workshops 
Tutorial support 
27 
21 
19 
18 
15 
25 & 20 
37 
37 
16 
29 
26 
26 
19 
14 
14 
27 
25 
18 
19 
AppendtZ 1(vI, h) 
An example of a personal evaluation extract from Project Report 
Pilla (Case B4 School UF; see Chapter 4) for the SENIOSH/H Course 
Personal Evaluation 
I find it almost Impossible to separate the SENIOSH course from my 
own work In school. I cannot reflect on one without the other as 
each was a part of my life, and each affected me In various ways. 
At the beginning of the course I was full of enthusiasm, but my 
enthusiasm was curbed by the Head. I learnt that the Head has 
enormous power, not only In policies, organising and financing, but 
also on the whole ethos of the school, and how this affects the 
children and the parents as much as the staff. It creates a vicious 
circle; stressed Head causes teacher stress, stressed teachers cause 
children stress, and stressed children cause teacher stress - and so 
it goes on ..... 
I learnt that stress wears you away - on the sly - unbeknown to 
you - you think you're OK! - but you're not! You become 
negative - everything becomes an effort and you question yourself - 
your life and your job. 
I understand now why so many teachers leave teaching. To believe 
In a policy, a philosophy - then, because of restraints, people, 
authority and finance, being unable to do the job properly - as you 
want' to. 
The course gave me the opportunity to gather myself and exchange 
views about education with other like minds, - and so help formulate 
my own plans and beliefs and philosophies. Reading and discussing 
and working through thoughts and actions strengthened by my own 
beliefs. I gained In confidence throughout the year I began to 
value my own judgements - but It wasn't easy! I think the difficult 
position I held, up until the end of February when I moved to 
Elmgrove, Was a very turbuient passage. I lost a lot on the way - 
but I also gained a lot. 
working so closely with welfares, teachers, and children, I built on 
my belief that we are all Individuals and as Individuals we are 
whether adult or child, and look at my own role with them. The 
course brought me In touch with the Staff In a way I had not 
previously known. I was asking for their own opinions as well as 
how they worked. I was surprised how threatened some people felt 
when I asked how they recorded In class. Some were defensive, 
some dismissive, some not really Interested. 
What did I learn? 
I learnt to go slowly - to encourage - to praise - to take small 
steps - to listen and to be POSITIVE. 
I have always-thought I listened to people, but the course taught 
me to 'LISTEN' - not just to the words - but what the person reall 
means. People do not always use just words. It takes effort from 
the listener to decipher meaning - but It's worth It! 
The course helped me to fit a few more pieces Into the puzzle of 
Education but I don't think I've even got all the edges yet! 
I think the course without the reading, without the group, without 
the school-based work, would be 'Just another course'. Put all these 
together and It has power - to change attitudes - and self. It has 
brought separate Issues together as one. It has shown me that 
basically the whole of Education and Health and Social Services are 
a team - which needs to knit together - to blend Into one another - 
not to be stuck together with a dab of glue. 
We can't get away from money - but can we? 
Rational thinking (and my reading) tells me. - NO - but it Is not only 
the amount of money - but how It Is spent and who spends It. 
Money Is, unfortunately, necessary. I did discover that! - but 
sometimes adversity pulls people together and If everything Is 
handed on a plate, it can be too easy. Lack of money certainly 
raises Issues - and priorities. 
The course and you and the group have supported me throughout 
the year. I ask myself - where would I be had I not gone on 
SENIOSH? 
That's a very good question - to which we'll never know the 
answer? 
Appendices for Chapter Three 
(1) SENIOSH/H Group evaluation conversation: personal learning. 
SENIOSH/H Group evaluation conversation: schools benefit from 
SENIOSH/H. 
(Iii), Projects carried out by all OTIS Primary & Middle School course 
members, 1983-1987 
(a) In Harrow; 
(b) In Hillingdon; 
(c) In Merton. 
(iv) SENIOSH/H Group evaluation conversation: performed In Summer 
1990, using research constructs. 
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APPENDIX 3(ffI)a 
OTIS Course Memb er Information - Extract from OTIS database for 
Harrow, Hillingdon and Merton Primary and Middle School Course 
members. 
HARROW (7)(see p 41 main iext) 
NAME YEAR ROLE & SCHOOL PROJECT TITLE 
1 Cathy Spr 1983 DH F&M Re-evaluation of 
special needs 
provision. 
2 Ronny Aut 1984 SENCO F&M Staff awareness/ 
Improving record 
systems. 
3 Monica Sum 1985 SENCO F&M Identification/ 
special. 
4 Nye Aut 1985 SENCO F&M Welcome pack - 
Happy short term 
stay children settle 
(1st & mid. ) 
5 Julie Spr 1986 SENCO M Don't Panic - 
towards an 
understanding of 
failure In Maths. 
6 Hilary Spr 1986 SENCO F Be positive -a look 
at behavioural 
problems 
7 Doreen Sum 1987 SENCO F Working together on 
Earth. 
App endix 3(lil) 
Hillin gdon - Primary (9) (plus 6 Secondary) (see p. 42 main text) 
NAME YEAR ROLE & SCHOOL PROJECT TITLE 
1 Charlotte Sum 1984 SENCO INFANT Development of 
Individual learning 
and behavloural 
progs. 
2 Lydia Sum 1984 SENCO INFANT Parental Involvement 
with special needs 
at an Infants school. 
3 Maureen Aut 1984 PRIMARY In search of school 
policy for children 
with special needs. 
4 Carol Aut 1984 JUNIOR Expanding the role 
of the special needs 
teacher. 
5 Vivian Aut 1985 PRIMARY Objectives In 
writing for 4th year 
junior pupils. 
6 Ann Aut 1985 JUNIOR Giving children a 
positive self Image 
as a good speller. 
7 Liz Aut 1986 JUNIOR Open Doors - 
Developing support 
systems for SEN. 
8 John Aut 1986 JUNIOR Case studies for 
SEN 
9 Judith Spr 1987 PRIMARY Towards a School 
Policy 
Appendix 3(111)c 
Merton (12 +1 Secondary) (See p. 43, main text) 
1 Barbara Aut 1984 M SEN Teacher - support teacher 
role. 
2 Margaret Sum 1984 M Support of teachers and 
children w. sp nds In large 
mixed classes 
3 JO Aut 1984 M Awareness & commun. concerning 
children with SEN in middle 
school. 
4 Dave Aut 1986 M Mixed ability teaching In Social 
Science. 
5 John 1986 M 
6 Joy Aut 1986 M Records for Information - dust 
to dynamics 
7 Jean Spr 1986 M In search of a reliable, relevant 
record keeping system 
8 Joy M Aut 1986 M SEN In Science 
9 Bob Spr 1987 M Learning difficulties 
Identification In social studies 
10 Linda Spr 1987 LSS Access to the curriculum 
through support - Study in 
Support In Science. 
11 Chris Spr 1987 M Introducing Pupil Portrayal. 
12 Sue Sum 1987 M Towards a whole school 
approach to curric. development 
t 
Appendix 3(iv) SENIOSH/H Group Evaluation Summer 1990 
using research constructs 
Constructs from research grids of SENIOSH/H course members were 
written out on cards. Identical sets of these cards were then given 
to each of the three groups of course members. Each group worked 
together to group these cards Into clusters which they agreed on, they 
then stuck these cards In clusters on a large piece of paper. Once 
these were stuck down they then write a label for each of the clusters 
and drew arrows or circles to suit themselves. This meant each group 
had the same original cards but could make their own cluster groups. 
The product was not as important as the process. If a group didn't 
like what was written on a card they could agree not to use this Idea 
and substitute something of their own. 
Two mappings from these groups are shown below. 
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Appendices for Chapter Four 
Repertory Grids: 
(A) Viv (LEA Inspector): grids a, b. 
(B) Judith (LEA Inspector): grids a, b, c. 
(C) Audrey (LEA Co-tutor): grids a, b. 
M School S- Theresa's grids (case Al): a, b, c 
- Leslie's grids (case Cl): a, b 
- Ann's grids (case D1): a, b 
(11) School T- Dorothy's grids ý (case A2): a, b 
- Kath's grids (case C2): a, b, notes 
School U- Kirsty's grids (case A3): a, b, c, d 
- Adrian's grids (case C3): a, b, notes 
- June's grids (case D2): a, b 
(iv) School UF - PlIla's grids (case AQ: a, b, c, d 
- Notes relating to Pilla's CHANGE grid. 
Note: grid (a) = First grid printout of SPACEd FOCUSed grid 
grid (b) = Feedback notes on SPACEd FOCUSed printout 
grid (c) = Other printout options 
grid (d) = CHANGE grids or further options 
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Appendix 4(U 
School T: Kath, Headteacher (case C2) 
Additional Analysis of Printout Options for Kath (HIll. )Is grids 
SPACEd FOCUSed layout of grid 
This shows a tightly construed cluster round elements 10,12,07,13 
and 11, of which 07 & 13 are Identically construed at loo% correlation, 
12 & 07 at 92%, 03 & 10 at 80%, and 13 & 11 at 88%. This cluster Is 
about Identifying Individuals by observation, or teachers understanding 
and getting help from outsiders, either medical or EP. 
The other, less tightly construed, group Is about E4 & E5, and loosely 
connects 02,09 & 01. These are all about Kath's knowledge of the 
Borough's policy and provision and her past experience. The link 
between her Idea of SEN and equal opportunities Issues links also to 
this group. 
Using the FOCUSed grid Trees Printout 
These groupings are even clearer: E3, E10, E12, E13, Ell form a 
cluster, with E6 less tightly construed In this group. The other group, 
E8, E9, E2, E4, E5 & El shows up as a less tight group. The connection 
between the two clusters Is low: 46%. Id 
The construed tree Is easier to Interpret than the other forms of 
printout and shows the clusters best. C8, C10 & C3 form a loose 
cluster; C4, C5, C7 & C12 another. These two groups relate loosely to 
each other, leaving RC11 & RM as a loose pair and C9 & C2 as another. 
RC6 stands out on Its own. 
Returning to the SPACEd Construct TRIGRID 
This printout has labels and shows both poles of the constructs. This 
Is useful as a feedback tool: It Is possible to use this as a springboard 
for a further conversation, asking for the meanings of these clusters. 
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Appendix 4(111) 
School U: Adrian, Headteacher (case C3) 
Analysis of taped conversation while eliciting elements and 
constructs 
The transcript of the conversation was annotated In two ways: 
a) The role of the facilitator (Learning Coach). 
b) The style of the Interview from the client's point of view. 
Categories used were: 
Role of the Learning Coach 
Reflective listener 
clarifying points 
Eliciting events 
Distilling meaning 
Adding material 
Problem solving 
Giving technical Instruction 
Tones and styles of the conversation 
FACTUAL 
EMOTIVE 
REFLECTIVE 
NEW (REVIEW) 
SILENT 
ANALYTIC 
The transcript was marked by five minute Intervals, but more than one 
style could occur within this time span. Adrian used factual for the 
first twelve minutes, and reflective for the next ten, while eliciting 
constructs. This was followed by a short Interactive, reflective section. 
The Learning Coach distilled and helped elicit or gave technical advice. 
During the next five minutes there was silence, or technical advice. 
The last section was more Interactive and jointly reflective. There was 
little analysis about schools - mostly about career and self. There were 
two Interactive portions, about teacher training and educational 
psychology. 
Comment 
I said too much, and need to listen more. 
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Appendlx 4(iv) 
School UF: Pilla (case M) 
Information about CHANGE gri 
New elements were: - 
EiN Working with the welfare In my management role organising their 
timetable of support 
E2N Working with teachers In class In a support role 
E3N Singing the teddy bear song with the children. Reallsing that 
they saw themselves as handicapped 
E4N The time I played the piano for the school. Reallsing the staff 
valued what I could give. 
E5N Visits to Special Schools for Physically Handicapped 
E6N Welfare Induction Borough training course 
EM Gaining confidence from SENIOSH/H 
New Constructs were: - 
Left Pole 
ClN Being valued 
C2N Look at whole child 
C3N Looking at my role 
NN Accidentally learnt by myself 
C5N Children made me see their 
emotional side 
opening up my perception 
C6N Managing relationships with others 
CM Training experience for me 
Right Pole 
Being different/not being 
valued 
Relativity 
Allen place a shock 
Learning from others 
Opening up career 
opportunities 
Being managed myself (or 
not) 
Training others 
The final CHANGE grid In its SPACEd FOCUSed version was 
unmanagably large. Some elements (pairs) and constructs which were 
similar were dropped In order to Incorporate the new elements and new 
constructs. This shows that the new learning Is well embedded along 
with the old. The new Items are not out on the edge of the grid. 
Exactly which Is which cannot be seen without verbal labels. The 
numbers are not reliably the same as on the first grid. 
(1) 
Although this CHANGE grid did not work completely, due to Its size and 
Its undifferentiated first grid, it still has some Imteresting 
developments to show, In the position of the new learning. It was not 
possible to feed this back to Pilla, but further conversations confirm 
her Increasing confidence and competance In her work, managing the 
unit and leading INSET for welfares In the borough. 
(11) 
I 
ADDendices for Chapter Five 
(v) School W - Notes on School W 
- Stella's grid (case C5): a 
Cathy's grids (case CQ: a, b, c 
Jenny's grids (case A5): a, b, c, 
Ronny's grids (case B1): a, b, c 
Ronny's taped transcript 
Preparation for group work In school W 
Cards given back to school W, from Group 
conversation, to be used for INSET. 
(vi) School X - Lydia's grids (case B2): a, b 
- Christine's grids (case C6): a, b, c, 
(vil) School Y - Nye's grids (case B3): a, (TRIGRID), b 
- Debbie's grids (case D5): a, b 
- Len's grids (case C7): a, b, c, d 
- Sylvia's grids (case D3): a, b, and notes 
(vill) School Z - Sharon's notes In preparation for conversation 
- Sharon's grids (case A6): a, b, c 
- Adrian's grids (case C8): a, b, notes 
- Linda's grids (case D6): a, b 
- Cards from Group Learning Conversation 
(D) Own Reflective Grids - 1, la, 2,3. 
Appendix 5 (v) 
School W 
Appendix 5(v 
Notes on School W 
First and Middle School. 5-12 years. Catholic. 
250 on Roll. 
1973: opened. First Head: Stella. 
1989: second Head - Cathy - who was Deputy Head from 1984. 
Ronny as SENCO: changed from Part-time to Full-time In 1984; had 
been a parent before that. 
Jenny joined 1988. 
Notes on Cathy's Future Plans for School W 
Need to work with whole staff on Special Educational Needs and 
Integration Issues, through staff development day workshops. Whole 
staff need to meet visiting therapists and others, so they have used 
INSET funds to release them to do so. 
Focus has been on classroom support differentiation and classroom 
organisation - assessment Issues to follow. 
The school Is no longer a lead school, other schools have developed 
good practice. 
Need to organise staff time 
- for record keeping 
- to acknowledge the Importance of the job 
- to outline records of achievement 
- for flagging concerns 
- to hear parents views 
but be honest and positive. 
I give time In recognition of this effort. 
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Appendix 5(v 
School W: Ronny, Case B1 
Analysis of taped material on feedback of SPACED FOCUSed gri 
Looking at clusters of elements 
Ronny: 
i think it Is still Important. You cannot put people into pigeon holes! - 
you can't have rules; you have to look at where a child is and work 
from th ere. 
personal development for me is not planned, it's incidental. I never sit 
down and plan a career. I think I'm frightened of making decisions. 
This is about personal learning. 
That is a one-off - personal learning. 
Looking at the poles 
I learn through negatives 
I learn a lot through the children 
I learn by helping others 
I learn by doing action research 
Other pole 
I used learninq to learn more. 'That was finding out for me - working 
with others. 
Action research with yourself, not others, but near others - building 
up new experience - writIng-up, noticing new techniques, things don't 
disappear, you just do it. 
These go together - positive attitudes, open perspectives - out- 
borough perspectives offer Ideas. 
Reflection on grid 
It shows personal learning 
I learn through doing 
i look at open and closed thinking 
Information and facts are useful 
Learning from and with people matters 
Action research builds on your own experience by working with others 
LC's comment: 
It, s a very well differentiated grid, showing a sophisticated level of 
learning and reflection. 
I 
I LC's question about types of learning: 
Do you use factual knowledge? 
Ronny: 
There's a place for being taught as well as the action research. Direct 
learning matters as well. 
From my own point of view, I need something to hold onto - there 
must be others like me who need the groundwork. In depends on your 
stage of development. At the beginning, you've had the groundwork, 
you can then go on. - But of course the type of person you are and 
school you're In will matter. I need to work with others, perhaps not 
every one does. 
I couldn't have done the later action research if I hadn't done OTIS 
first, and I don't think I could have done it without the experiences 
at school. 
Personally, I'm very influenced by outside Influences and other 
peoples, perspectives. 
LC: Do you mean other people's perspectives on your work at school 
or you yourself? 
Ronny: I can't grow without other people's attitudes affecting me. 
Comments The feedback conversation started with a work dialogue 
about mutual concerns of other children. We then progressed into the 
task of having feedback from the SPACED FOCUSed grid. We then took 
Ideas from the grid conversation on Into an open discussion of how 
Ronny learned, and Implications this might have for training others. 
It 
Appendix 5(y) 
Preparation for Group work In School W 
my elements related to School W 
E1 Meeting to set up original OTIS project with Stella, Viv 
and Ronny 
E2 Stella asked to write for BWP 
E3 Ronny does E806 
E4 Arrival in Harrow - visit Stella 
E5 Libby case - Stella leaves 
E6 Jenny on SENIOSH 
E7 Ronny helps me run Borough Welfare Tralhing course 
E8 Ronny helps other LEA activities 
E9 Ronny leaves - post to be filled by LEA 
El 0 Jenny goes for post and Is unsuccessful 
Ell I help set up building alterations with LEA architect 
E12 I leave Harrow 
my constructs elicited from School W elements 
Cl About Stella's influence About me teaching Ronny 
on myself and my Influence on her 
C2 Stella as a support and Stella needed support for 
helper to others through herself -I gave this 
her ways of working sometimes 
C3 SWf development at To support children and 
School W opportunites building by alteration 
C4 Working with staff Part of the community 
Develop various ways 
C5 Conversations within the Outside the school with 
school on e tea ch er 
C6 About endings About beginnings of 
C7 Stella's thoughts and 
philosophical issues on 
discussing m7 ventures 
C8 Communft7 events group 
- sense of Identity 
C9 Activities as co-ordfnafor 
C10 VivIs positive influence 
on Borough 
endings. Challenges 
Practical help and support 
from me to school 
Expertise of school 
being used to 
help other schools 
Passive social role 
Being with school 
Out-of-school decisions 
Appendix 5(v) 
Cards given back to School W 
Having a whole school policy helps reinforcing own beliefs by 
listening to other people. 
Having confidence about coping, going on courses and studying was 
part of gaining knowledge and skills - Important, gaining new 
experiences outside of school. 
Genuine belief In what we are doing. 
Frustrations when others cannot see positive. 
Every person Is valued here. 
The school Is accessible to all parents. 
Learning from creative expertise can take place. 
The whole community leads to a feeling of support for school. 
Everyone rallies round to support each other. 
The church and community support us. 
The borough's policies reinforce what we are doing now. 
The school likes to look out and take part In what Is going on. 
it Is Important to know you can get help from outside when needed. 
A sound philosophy of education. 
A whole person Is valued here. 
Stella's conviction of belief was practically applied. 
Reinforcing own beliefs by listening. 
Special Needs are everybody's needs. 
Having a whole school policy. 
Everyone has a need to learn some new skill. 
Being positive even when things seem negative. 
Expectations here are high. High expectations can cause pressure 
for staff. 
This school has-influenced Borough policy and practice. 
Training develops experience and confidence. 
Need to constantly develop and share strategies. 
Stella's Influence - Influence of other people for support. 
Good practice Influence. 
Valuing Individuals. Using life experiences. 
Individual children help us. 
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AppendiiF 5(vii 
School Y: Sylvia_(case D3) 
Notes from Sylvia's first conversation 
Sylvia's way Into special needs was through bilingual Issues. She was 
glad when policy changed and children with mother tongues other than 
English were to be supported In class. She was also pleased when the 
school could recruit Asian speakers as teachers. over the years, three 
bilingual teachers were appointed, speaking a variety of Asian 
languages. Sylvia thought this was very Important, particularly In the 
first school - to be able to see If a child understood a concept In Its 
mother tongue, even If not In English. 
Changes In the unit's managemen 
Sylvia also welcomed changes In policy which allowed the integration 
of the unit with the mainstream. This went better when Sue, the new 
teacher before Debbie, was appointed, and then the new welfare. The 
older welfare retired, which Sylvia thought was a good thing for 
Integration, because she was too jealous of her children. Nye and 
Debbie were able to use the room as a joint resource for all children 
with special needs, those In the school and those In the unit, and to 
work together. 
As a class teacher, Sylvia welcomed class support - she felt that the 
children in the unit could take their place In the school, go on outings 
and not be seen as oddments by other children. It can be difficult to 
spread one teacher and one welfare across 8 classes and 12 children. 
Appendix 5 (viii) 
School Z 
Appendix 5(viff) 
School Z: Sharon (case C6) 
Sharon's notes In preparation for the grid Learning Conversation 
June 1991. 
Incidents which opened my eyes to and furthered my understanding 
of Special Needs: 
1 At School: 
Play groups - emotionally disturbed children - two 
weeks in summer holidays: me, a friend, plus one helper. 
I found I enjoyed the rewards and was patient enough 
to get through the sticky moments. 
2 At Work (1981 : 
one week In summer holidays working with children 
having an assortment of sensory handicaps; blind, deaf, 
Rubella victims, language difficulties. one of the 
mothers related a tale of how she had taken her blind, 
deaf child on holiday and he had a screaming fit. The 
reaction of a nearby group of holiday makers appalled 
me. They asked her to stop hurting him. It upset her 
to tell me and It made me very aware of the alienation 
some parents with disabled children can feel. I 
absolutely loved working with these children and wanted 
to train to teach the deaf Initially. However, I didn't 
have the appropriate grades -A levels. 
3 At College! 
I chose Special Needs as my Year 4 option along with 
creativity. The lectures were unfortunately dull - they 
rarely called for Interaction. My fourth year study was, 
however, very enlightening. I was attached to a unit 
and went In for 2 months - one morning per week. The 
children had emotional and behaviourial difficulties. 
Quite frankly I wasn't Impressed. There was little 
evidence to suggest the children were being moved 
forWards, curriculum-wise. Teaching was on a daily 
basis and most of the children had "the pressure taken 
off", which meant In practice they chose. all their work. 
Art work was tackled In a 'copy me, way and all black 
and purple paints had been removed. I was attached to 
a withdrawn, depressed child. While I was there she 
(1) 
was at her worst. I only had to talk to her to find out 
why - the dog had been put down but-she- was told It 
had been sent to a farm. The issue cropped up In an 
argument and she heard. She thought the Vet clubbed 
the pets to death, so she was understandably upset, and 
worried sick about her rabbit. There was little talk by 
anyone. It really made me think about the value of that 
particular unit and what else could be done with a 1: 5 
ratio. 
4 School: 
Inventing different tactics to deal with educating 
children whose development stage was behind others. 
Dean Dupree: learned to speak at 3- at 7 wouldn't 
answer, just smiled. I found It very frustrating and I 
didn't know how to cope. No one was around at that 
time. Feeling was "It's your problem", by asking, It was 
almost as If you were saying you were a bad teacher. 
Concentrated on sounds. 
Excellent at drawing - so S. N. were only In verbal 
communication, not totally across board. 
5 Nicola and Jay: 
Nicola felt culturally different as a black child and I 
had to spend a lot of time counselling her. A success! 
Jay, I discovered, had specific learning difficulties with 
language. By this time we had a S. N. Co-ordinator who 
has been on a long course at Kingston Poly. She 
Introduced me to Teaching and Reading through 
Spelling. That opened my eyes to the pros and cons of 
such programmes. The relevance of learning (nt) as a 
sound was not obvious to Jay. His personality hampered 
this approach, although another child may have received 
It better. The best motivator for him was being 
accepted as normal. 
6 Martin: 
Martin arrived from the States without any sustained 
formal education at 6. At 7 he couldn't Identify any 
letters, sounds or numbers, but was able to join In 
practically-based activities, e. g. making a circuit, and 
(II) 
succeed. The challenge there was knowing where to 
start. 
71 went on a Pre-SENIOSH course. That put the 
Information gleaned at college Into a framework I could 
use, as I was then able to relate to It In a practical 
way. I noticed that the able children were not being 
looked for at school. The course helped me gain 
confidence, and I was consulted by the S. E. N. Co- 
ordinator and treated as a kind of apprentice. This has 
been, and still Is, very valuable In seeing how to deal 
with the different situations and where to get help. It 
has brought me In touch with reality. Some children 
have S. E. N., but In certain ýcircumstances, e. g. the slow 
learner, outside help cannot be gleaned and the 
emphasis Is totally on the classroom teacher. 
(111) 
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&pgndix 5-(viii)School Z 
AnaJysis of Adrian's Grid 
Cluster One 
E7, E4, E2, E5 
These elements construe largely to the left pole which is about: 
C. 12 staff developmentfor individuals 
CI getting helpfrom outside school 
C6 allowing people personal time 
RC3 people willing to be catalysts 
C7 recognising and appreciating talent 
C9 creation of new school ethos 
C2 individuals and what they can offer 
C4 working with adults 
C5 change 
C8 acceptableface of education 
CIO constructive ways of treating people. 
Subsidiary elements to Cluster One: 
E9, El, E6 also construe to this role except for the top three constructs where they 
reach the right pole 
continuity ofphilosophy 
people come to school to help 
giving time to teachers and adults 
catalysts. 
El 1, E8 also construe to those and also to the right pole of C7, C9 
manifest this in praise 
others being attracted to the school 
E3, E12 are construed differently as is CIO mainly to the right pole or as a (2) outside 
the range of his main constructs. These were lessons learnt from difficult situations. 
When there was industrial action, Adrian did much more teaching as he could not hold 
meetings. He saw the positive aspect of this as learning from the children and the 
classroom experience. E3 was a situation he met when he arrived and one he needed 
to change. EIO was a piece of negative feedback he had received about not giving 
staff praise. This was a lesson he hoped he had leamt. He construes these against 
ideas like: 
unacceptableface of Education 
destructive ways with pupils 
status 
people who hinged everyone together and did not give time value 
RC II is a separate idea as it is Adrian's own learning from two sources - one formal 
courses and the other experience in classroom. For five elements this is outside the 
range of convenience of his topic, which was largely about school development. 
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Cards from Group Learning Conversation in School Z 
whitc=(Urferences grcen--tanil-vides 
L& CPG - Whole school 
management 
personal/class 
management/development 
White cards 
S- Sharon's perspective 
Is f rom a classroom 
teacher. 
A- Classroom v whole 
school. 
CPG - Staff development 
view from Adrian. 
A&S 
children. 
CPG & Liz - Chalk face 
problems and learning 
from children. 
Liz - CouncIlling EBD 
perspecLIve, Linda. 
Liz sEN as part of 
Educational philosophy of 
leadership from staff. 
p 
- IndivIdual 
"I" green cards "*** 
s- We have all learned from working with 
children. 
S- Linda Ct Adrian share whole school approach. I subscribe to fostering It. 
S-L&A recognise value 
of tapping support and 
resources of outside 
agencies. (I do too but 
Its not on my sheet) 
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Appendices for" Chapter Six 
(IX) School 0- Barbara's grids (case BQ: a, b 
(X) School P- Dave's grids (case B5): a, b 
(XI) School Q- Sources of Information for School 
- Key Ideas for 
ýchool Q from Liz 
- Chris's grids (case B6): a, b 
- Jill's grids (case C10): a, b 
- Paul's grids (case D8): a, b 
- Christine's (LSS) raw grid 
- Ideas from own grid In preparation for Group 
Learning Conversation 
- Instructions for group conversation 
- Cards from Group Learning Conversation 
(xii) School R- Joy's grids (case B7): a, b 
- Tom's grids (case C11): a, b, c, d 
- Martin's grids (case D9): a, b 
- Group Instruction (as for School 
- Cards from Group Learning Conversation, mapped 
by group to show similarities & differences 
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Appendix 6 (xi) 
School 
Appendix 6( 
Key Ideas for School from Liz 
I have learnt what I know from: 
a) Chris' attendance on OTIS course and visits. 
b) Visits to the school during work In Merton including INSET done. 
C) Grid conversations. 
d) Conversations with Leslie and Chris Duckworth. 
I have not visited classrooms, talked much to other teachers, pupils or 
parents. I therefore lack first-hand knowledge. I have not read much 
In the way of school documents. 
I have a feeling for key history of School Q as seen by Head and 
Deputy Head. 
I have a feeling for priorities of above three. 
issues range round two perspectives: school ethos and curriculum 
development. 
Practical Issues arising. 
Curriculum access and resourcing and INSET. Support Issues - 
management and development. 
Events 
(1) Chris on OTIS - lively, social, humourous member of group; 
forceful - not very Intellectual; project - Record of Achievement. 
(2) Visit to School Q while on OTIS; school threatened with closure. 
Met Jill - clear that emotional climate was high on list. 
(3) Got job In Merton. Christine from team works with School 
Some sense of frustration and difficulty. 
(4) Met Chris, Jill and Leslie again on visit. 
(5) Leslie to SENCO meetings. 
(6) Request for INSET on reading with Christine. 
(7) Request for INSET on whole school policy. 
(8) Planning meetings for whole school policy. 
(9) Give INSET on whole school policy -'priorities, differentiation 
and resources. 
(10) Christine re-establIshes herself In relation to school. Somewhat 
better profile - working with Leslie. 
(11) Research conversations Include Paul. 
(12) Feedback meetings on. personal Issues Include Leslie. Questions 
need discussion with Christine now. 
Appendlx 6(xl) 
Sources of Information on School 
(1) Own knowledge of school - OTIS and Merton work. 
(2) Grid conversations with Chris, Jill and Paul. 
(3) Grid conversation with Christine D. 
(4) Group conversation. - 
(5) Conversation with Leslie - SENCO. 
Backgroun 
London Borough of Merton background (reference: Maria's tape). 
OTIS background chapter. 
Changes from DES: TES cuttings/in particular. 
Facts about School 
Size: roll Number. Staff number since amalgamation. 
Any other documentation, policies etc. 
Middle schools 
9-13 > 8-12. Government papers. 
LMS Information. 
SEN Information. 
School development Information. 
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Raw grid for Christine , LSS tcam member working in School 
Appendix 6(x 
Key ideas on School Q from doing own grid 
Quite a lot about how Chris thinks, and his belief s. 
Quite a bit about key events In school's history 
How Important some of these events were to Jill and Chris. 
Something about relationships In school of some Individuals. 
Something about ethos, philosophy, children and beliefs. 
About how the school Is received In the community, from Jill and 
Chris's viewpoint. 
Something about staff needs - INSET and resourclng. 
Something about development needs. 
It seems to be around curriculum and differentiation setting high 
standards for both ends of spectrum. I realise emotional attachments 
of Jill and Chris and how this may change. Chris's feelings about 
failure; I actually feel I know aspects of Chris well, but he may be 
unable or find It difficult to accept failures and accept areas of 
development outside his own perspectives. Example: being put off LSS 
through Chris favourable comments on school C- denial of work at 
Special school - no mention of curriculum on his grid - no substantial 
follow-up of Records of Achievement - survival may have taken over. 
Ways I have learnt Things I don't know 
Through visits How classrooms feel 
Through doing IMSET What ordinary teachers feel 
Through conversations with staff What kids, parents feel 
Through conversations with Christine What community thinks 
I lack firs. t-hand knowledge 
Questions: 
Should I track Into classes, visit classes on Invitation? 
Target-setting meeting - needs Identification? 
What has been achieved/learnt - what Is needed next? 
This depends on who Is appointed -1 term only. 
What effect has OTIS course and follow-up? 
What effect has present INSET? 
What effect has learning conversations (research)? 
How Important Is follow-up long term - who to do It? 
(1) 
Talk to Maria about School Q and other schools. 
Make her "story" relate to the OTIS course, training and follow-up. 
These 4 school and other - key events for them. 
Take her story on cards - construe from her point of view of learning 
about these schools and how to help them (i. e. my pattern). 
What part could LSS play? 
SENCO meetings play - follow-up? 
K, 
OTIS tutorials - took form of finding out about school, finding out 
about person's role - needs and resources. Setting targets helps 
achieve this, so It's an action reseach model. LC Is a follow-up role 
taking this on again. Involving HT and DH If possible. Evaluating 
personal learning and school development needs. 
. 
In case of old 
history course content Is lost to some extent - what Is left? 
Problems: 
memorising detail list over time 
general attitudes left In place 
knowledge Impeded 
could be skills - tools. 
Perhaps ask direct questions now of 4. What skills, tools and 
knowledge concepts did you take In from the OTIS course and have 
used - attitudes and bellefs?. How far have you Implemented your 
project at the time? How far on Is your whole school policy In relation 
to Special Educational Needs? What needs to be done? What Is Special 
Educational Needs about for you? What are the Issues? 
(11) 
VI AD, I kjv, -N V 
L--e 
Each perý; on to have ali three giids to*: 1r6dd' 
plus list of Liz's maip points. 
Step one 
Look at each gr id pick out main points so Yod ban 're6d' what 
is in the grid. 
§Iep wo 
to 're ad' grid main Ooints. 
a). to confirm 
I. vaiildity of the -reiding not to enter 
into discu ssioh ýet. 
b). to read grid.. mbin points. 
to 'con' f irIM'', v 6.1 i'd iC ih at ý6adiný- .: o. 
C). tb 'add any-ad points missed by 
or 
d). LIZ -to 
F 
add; b_býerva'Li(jn's-'-,, ' 
§tf three 
Repeat as above foý. r, ead 
to',,,. # read-' .. etc. 
§Lep-four 
Repeat as above for .. grid by,., t6 beread an d 
t fy f. Lv e 
pull out main p oints In common, p '. 6 n caids- 
Pull out majoi difi6r6nces pUt. on cards 
ýýfs ev eE 
Conversation 
Appendix 6(xI) 
School Q: Cards from Group Learning Conversation 
The common Ideas were: 
P. Needs of all children as Individuals ever7one 
Ralsing staff awareness - attitudes needs 
Development of positive relationships 
C. Curriculum rights for all children 
Staff development Is an Issue (and a frustration) 
Whole ethos issue. 
J. Staff used About Paul & Self 
Closure threat 
Frustration with certain things Staff Development 
INSET - GEST 
Overall Policy 
LC. Staff Development seen as important 
Teachers' needs seen 
Childrens' rights Important 
From this map of similarities It can be seen that meeting needs of 
children as Individuals and giving them curriculum rights, as well as 
a common philosophy, was a common theme for all. Staff 
development through INSET and sharing, through changing attitudes, 
and resourcing teachers Is also a common theme, along with some 
frustration at the lack of a more general positive partnership. The 
'good ethos' aspect Is seen as meeting everyone's needs, Including 
teachers' needs. 
Differences 
P. Curricular focus opposed to personnel focus. 
Not so much Interest In Community Involvement as Jill and 
Chris. 
My frustration about negative external outside Influences. 
C. Paul Is alone In expressing awareness of high flyers. 
CK Is alone In referring to Individual Incidents with children. 
CY, mentions specialist experiences outside school. 
J. Talks about appraisal, Governors and parents. 
LC- I could see Paul as concerned more with the curricular focus, 
Jill with LMS and Chris and Jill with the community. 
11) 
These perspectives came from their roles, to some extent, but were 
ways In which different aspects of the school development could be 
covered. 
(ii) 
Appendix 6 (xii) 
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Cards from Group Learning Conversation in School R 
wlite=differences green= similarides 
white cards = differences 
TOR - very global view; 
JP & MJB - very personal 
view. 
Tom Is more aware of 
wIder(natIonaI) 
Implications, Influences, 
constraints. 
Tom sees SEN In terms of 
resources and constraints 
Tom sees SEN Involving 
wider context of whole 
school needs, full range 
of needs. 
Martin Is less Involved 
than Joy and Tom. 
Martin & Tom most 
concerned with supply 
and demand. 
JP strong emphasis on 
relationships at a 
personal level whereas 
TOR more Issues than 
people. 
JP looking at Individual 
learning and development 
Liz Common philosophy Joy has a very whollst 
and Idea of SEN being 'people' awareness view of 
wholist. SEN to do with 
councIllIng. 
Liz SE 
management 
N Is a 
Issue - and 
Joy has a more 
given priority sophisticated grasp of Issues at both 
philosophical and 
pragmatic levels. Liz - SEN Is part of 
community needs for the 
school. 
, ards 
from Group Learning Conversation in School R 
white =differences green= similarities 
green cards= similarities 
MJB & JP 
TOR & MJB Staff INSET 
SEN as a management 
Issties 
SEN is 
Ia large JP & MJB 
managementissue 
Concern for colleagues 
needs facilitating 
support Issues run as a 
theme Martin & Joy 
Link SEN to staff 
development - INSET 
differentiation of 
MJB & TOR curriculum 
Admin/management 
issues - broad school 
perspective 
JP & TOR 
Chris Salter 
OTIS 
& Joy 
Using external agencies 
expertise 
Liz L 
Admin view of SEN People outside School 
Includes records - 
life can help 
recording needs Is a 
theme for T. J. & M. In 
developing the system 
JP & TOR Joy & Tom & Martin 
support and growth Aware of resource 
from system - admin limitations 
and managementissues 
Tom & Joy 
Philosophy & practice 
Tom & Joy & Martin 
Concern for pupils, 
progress 
MJB & JP 
Look at own Liz 
development as part of Martin & Joy learn from 
the story children and parents on 
the job 
JPM & JB 
Heavily dependent on 
personal Interactions 
NE-- -ý_i -im 
Appenaix 
Action research timeline notes 
Courses run 
OTIS: Cohort 12, the last group of the Institute of Education courses, 
was completed July 1987, after I had taken up the Kingston job. 
Poly Certificate: A version of OTIS, run as an evening course, as a 
module within the Polytechnic's Diploma In Learning Difficulties 
& Special Educational Needs. 
SENIOSH/H Course: run on the same lines as OTIS, rewritten to be 
taught across a year for half a day a week. For primary 
teachers In Harrow & Hillingdon with responsibilities for SEN. 
Accredited by the Institute of Education, University of London, 
. as part of a professional diploma. 
SENIOS MKS Course: Revised version of SENIOSH/H, to be taught across 
twilight sessions once a week for one year. Open to primary 
teachers In Merton, Kingston and Sutton. 
Access for All: Course based on similar lines to a module within the 
-open University course E806, for secondary teachers. 
SENIOS (Sec): Similar course to Access for All, for teachers In Merton, 
- Kingston and Sutton. Accredited by the Institute of Education. 
During the period 1987-1989,1 was planning and thinking about ways 
of studying the OTIS course's effectiveness, process and evaluation. In 
effect, the first cycle of thinking and planning was completed before 
enrolling at Brunel University. The first phase of the research took 
place during the school years of 1989-91, and ran to the end of July 
1991., This was followed by a period of reflection and evaluation, and 
planning for the second phase. This Merton phase ended In 1993, with 
the final update conversations. However, once In place, action does not 
stop, and new openings occur daily. 
,0 
-l 
Appendix 8 
Analysis of Reflective Grids 4,5 & 
Grid Four 
Domain About transition from Harrow to Merton 
Purpose. To help me reflect on letting go and starting again. 
Elements: 8 events about the end of Harrow job 
5 events about the new job 
2 about work in the Open University 
1 about tutorials at CSHL 
In sorting for the review grid, I attempted to use four ranking points 
Instead of three. This was to see If I could differentiate the number 
two choice to one or other pole. This means that four Is the rank 
related to the right pole In this grid, one to the left as usual, two IS 
nearer to the left and three nearer to the right pole. In the end, I do 
not think It added a great deal to the meaning. 
The elements fell Into three cluster groups: 
Central cluster 
E10, E9, EB, E16 together with E3 and E12 
These are new activities or continued activities which have been 
particularly successful or supportive to my confidence. 
Left cluster 
E6, E5, E13 with E4 and E15 
These are about farewells - people leaving In Harrow, Hillingdon and 
Merton. 
RIght cluster 
E14, E7, El 
These are things I am happy to leave behind, two In Harrow and one 
activity I had to round off on arrival In Merton. E2, the new job, Is 
amongst this group, marking the decision to take the job, which was 
not altogether confortable. 
This leaves Ell as a rather Isolated event. This was a course. I began 
as a student with the Open University but did not continue. However, 
Ell and E14 are connected, because they are types of courses based 
on content and learning knowledge, with little action research Involved. 
E12 was a particularly useful event, which had some echoes of work at 
CSHC and the more positive new tasks I was taking on when coming to 
Merton; so It also belongs In Cluster One, but Is a useful comparison 
(1) 
with Ell and E14. 
The positioning of the clusters Is significant. The central cluster Is 
about' new positive parts of my professional life. The left and the 
right poles are about things from the Immediate past: on the left, 
things and people I said goodbye to with regret; on the right, changes 
I was glad to make because of negative feelings. 
The SPACEd element TRIGRID shows that the left and central clusters 
are fairly closely construed, with high matching scores between pairs 
and groups, line after line, In the printout. The right pole cluster of 
E14, E7, El and E2 Is more discrete. Negative experiences are 
therefore much lower In number, and my feeling about myself Is still 
Integrated. 
In the construct printout In the TRIGRID set, the full lists of bi-polar 
constructs can be seen. The right pole Is used much less than the 
left - mainly for Cluster 3. C9 and C7 are different, however: C9 Is 
about good and bad professional judgement. I use the 4 rating six 
times and the 3 rating twice, so I am using this construct to review 
this Idea rather Independently of some of the others. C7 Is about 
teaching creatively or uncreatively; the ratings for this are Incorrect, 
and do not reflect what I meant, as they should be exactly the reverse 
of what they are. This must be a fault In my ranking, or the way I 
fed the data In. If the numbers In the mid cluster are reversed then 
It fits my meaning correctly. 
This ý shows that It Is worth checking detail on printouts and not 
believing It Implicitly. I needed to go back to my raw grid elicitation 
data and notes to see what had happened. The use of the 4 rating 
points adds very little, and looses the clarity of the rating 2 (when It 
represents "outside the range of convenience"), which -can be 
discussed point by point for meaning If It appears. When using a 
four-point scale, does 3 represent a mid point and 2 another, or are 
there any ratings which should be construed as outside the domain of 
the grid reflection? Even though It Is my own grid, I cannot tell. For 
this reason I did not use this scale again. 
This grid was useful, as It helped me reflect on the mixed feelings I 
(11) 
had on leaving Harrow, and helped me to see which new things were 
taking me forward. The outside activity of the Open University and the 
research at Brunel were ways In which I was reassured I had 
something to give In the new job. 
Grid Five - About Merton 
Domain: learning on the new job and In research. 
Purpose: personal development and new professional life. 
Element: Events during the previous twelve months, relevant to 
managing change In my life - some of these are personal, 
most are professional. 
Three clusters 
E3, E5, E13, E15, E7, E6 
(1) About teaching - mainly INSET, also teaching children 
(2) About groups I run or work with 
(3) About personal support or personal events. 
These construe to four major clusters of constructs. 
Left pole, top half: 
Group 3 construe to left pole top or rated as 2. 
Group 3 construe to left pole bottom, except for 2s, and construct 
11 which does not fit some of the elements and Is 
construed about learning to think on my own. 
Group 2 also construes largely to left pole, except on RC3, C7, RC4 
which construe to right pole and are about school policy 
development. 
Group 1 construe largely to right pole top, which Is about putting 
Ideas Into practice In teaching either INSET or pupils. 
Group 1 construes partly to left and right on bottom half; It Is 
about being supported or supporting others and working 
and learning with groups, teaching successfully. 
The whole of this grid helped me to reflect my first six months In 
Merton, and to show how I was able to consolidate my learning, 
bringing much of It Into practice and new situations. The learning came 
from teaching and tutoring SIENIOSH/H, and from positive experiences 
learning aboutý research. I had a great deal more confidence In 
everything I did, was more supported by others and able to give a 
great deal of support to other groups and Individuals. It certainly 
showed that I had been wise to move from Harrow and use my skills 
elsewhere. In the Merton job, I was In a far more supported situation, 
(111) 
with a team of my own to run, and a line-manager who was 
professional, had Integrity and behaved predictably. 
Grid Six End of 1992 
Domain: Review of Action Research 
Purpose. To reflect on my personal learning during the research. 
Elements. Learning situations, events and activities within research 
or related to It. 
This construed to three clusters of events In the SPACED FOCUSed 
printout. 
(1) El, E14, E2, E13, E5, E15 read, reflect, review research. 
(2) E12, E6, E10, Ell - follow-up Harrow and Hillingdon and OTIS - 
confirm Ideas. 
(3) E9, E4, E8, E3, E7 - work with others I n groups or pairs, In 
reseach or work situation. 
These construe as follows: 
Cluster one 
Construes partly to the left pole on review: 
talking and thinking to myself 
history of research and background 
use history to plan ahead 
Integration of Ideas for last four years 
personal influences on research 
and to the right pole on aspects of theory: 
learn from grid conversation 
about action research and PCT 
theory of research method 
work inside with CSHL ideas 
contacts with related theory 
time for reading 
C7, C13, RC3 are largely outside the range of convenience, because 
they are solo activities and these constructs are about facilitating 
others. 
Clusfe, r 2 construes mainly to the left pole on constructs to do with 
Integrating research from my history and Into my present work. The 
exceptions are about my own thinking and learning, and possible 
future Ideas. 
(iv) 
Clustez- 3 construes on RC3, Cl, C9, C10, C6 to the right-hand upper 
pole about: 
myself as a learner and tutor 
talkfng and fhfnkfng, wfth others 
future glimpses 
use Ideas from a job for next step 
new ways forward 
E3, E7 - work at CSHL with Sheila - construe almost entirely to the 
right pole, about my own learning from others and action research. 
C11 Is about time to reflect and read, as follows: 
Group one Is about reflection and reading, Group Two reflection mostly 
outside the range of convenience and Group Three reflection or outside 
the range of convenience. 
C7 Is another isolated construct and Is about facilitation of others and 
by others. Cluster one lies outside the range or on the left pole, 
cluster two or left pole and cluster three Is about facilitating others 
for growth. 
Reading this grid was useful, to show how I had consolidated my 
personal learning from reading, reflection and research. It also showed 
how I was able to use this to facilitate other people's learning. I had 
brought my Ideas together, and was beginning to get some idea of the 
future. 
(v) 
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